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ABSTRACT

ADVANCED METHODS FOR DIVERSIFICATION OF RESULTS IN
GENERAL-PURPOSE AND SPECIALIZED SEARCH ENGINES

Yiğit Sert, Sevgi

Ph.D., Department of Computer Engineering

Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. İsmail Sengör Altıngövde

Co-Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Özgür Ulusoy

December 2020, 129 pages

Diversifying search results is a common mechanism in information retrieval to satisfy

more users by surfacing documents that address different possible intentions of users.

It aims to generate a result list that is both relevant and diverse when ambiguous

and/or broad queries appear. Such queries have different underlying subtopics (a.k.a.,

aspects or interpretations) that search result diversification algorithms should con-

sider. In this thesis, we first address search result diversification as a useful method to

support search as learning, since diversification ensures to cover all possible aspects

of the query in the final ranking. We argue that, in a search engine for the education

domain, it is appropriate to diversify results across multiple dimensions, including

the suitability of the content for different education levels and the type of the doc-

ument in addition to topical ambiguity. We introduce a framework that extends the

probabilistic and supervised methods for diversification that can consider the aspects

of multiple independent dimensions during ranking, and demonstrate its effectiveness

on a newly developed test collection.

As our second contribution, we propose three different frameworks that exploit super-
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vised learning methods to improve the effectiveness of explicit search result diversifi-

cation, which presumes that query aspects are known during diversification. We also,

for the first time in the literature, propose to learn the importance of aspects by lever-

aging query performance predictors (QPPs). We conduct our exhaustive experiments

on a commonly used benchmark dataset and show that explicit diversification per-

formance can be considerably improved using supervised learning methods without

requiring large training sets or high computing capabilities.

As a third contribution of this thesis, we examine the impact of static index prun-

ing on diversification performance. We introduce two novel strategies that take into

account the topical diversity of documents and preserve documents relevant to differ-

ent aspects while pruning the index. We show that our proposed pruning strategies

outperform the existing approaches in terms of various diversification measures.

Keywords: Explicit search result diversification, search as learning, supervised learn-

ing, query performance predictors, static index pruning.
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ÖZ

GENEL-AMAÇLI VE ÖZELLEŞMİŞ ARAMA MOTORLARINDA SONUÇ
ÇEŞİTLENDİRME İÇİN İLERİ YÖNTEMLER

Yiğit Sert, Sevgi

Doktora, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. İsmail Sengör Altıngövde

Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Özgür Ulusoy

Aralık 2020 , 129 sayfa

Arama sonuçlarının çeşitlendirilmesi, kullanıcıların olası farklı isteklerine hitap eden

belgeleri ortaya çıkararak daha fazla kullanıcıyı memnun etmek için kullanılan yay-

gın bir bilgi erişim mekanizmasıdır. Belirsiz ve kapsamlı sorgular için mümkün oldu-

ğunca hem ilgili hem de çeşitli bir sonuç listesi oluşturulması amaçlanır. Bu sorgular,

arama sonucu çeşitlendirme algoritmalarının dikkate alması gereken farklı alt konu-

lara (diğer bir deyişle yönlere) sahiptir. Bu tezde, ilk olarak, sorguya cevap olarak

önerilen sonuç sıralamasında sorgunun tüm olası yönlerini kapsamayı sağladığından,

arama sonucu çeşitlendirilmesi ararken öğrenmeyi destekleyen yararlı bir yöntem ola-

rak ele alınmaktadır. Eğitsel bir arama motorunda, konuya ilişkin belirsizliğe ek ola-

rak belge içeriğinin farklı eğitim düzeylerine uygunluğu ve belgenin türü dahil olmak

üzere farklı birden çok boyutta arama sonuçlarının çeşitlendirilmesinin uygun olduğu

tartışılmaktadır. Olasılıksal yöntemlere ve denetimli öğrenmeye dayanan cevap çeşit-

lendirme yöntemlerini, sıralama sırasında birden çok bağımsız boyutun alt konularını

dikkate alabilecek şekilde genişleten bir çerçeve sunulmakta ve yeni geliştirilen test
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koleksiyonunda önerilen yöntemlerin etkinliği gösterilmektedir.

Bu tezin ikinci özgün katkısı olarak, sorgu alt konularının çeşitlendirme sırasında bi-

lindiğini varsayan dolaysız arama sonucu çeşitlendirmesinin etkinliğini artırmak için

denetimli öğrenme yöntemlerinden yararlanan üç farklı çerçeve önerilmektedir. Ay-

rıca, literatürde ilk kez, sorgu başarım tahmincilerinden (SBT’ler) yararlanarak sorgu

alt konularının öneminin öğrenilmesi önerilmektedir. Kapsamlı deneylerimizi yaygın

olarak kullanılan bir karşılaştırmalı değerlendirme veri kümesi üzerinde gerçekleştir-

mekte ve dolaysız arama sonucu çeşitlendirme performansının, büyük eğitim küme-

leri veya yüksek hesaplama kapasitesi gerektirmeden denetimli öğrenme yöntemleri

kullanılarak önemli ölçüde iyileştirilebildiğini göstermekteyiz.

Son olarak, statik indeks budamanın çeşitlendirme performansı üzerindeki etkisi ince-

lenmektedir. Belgelerin konusal çeşitliliğini hesaba katan ve indeksi budarken farklı

alt konulara sahip belgeleri koruyan iki yeni strateji sunulmaktadır. Önerilen bu-

dama stratejilerimizin çeşitlendirme etkinliği açısından mevcut yaklaşımlardan daha

iyi performans sergilediği gösterilmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Dolaysız arama sonuçlarını çeşitlendirme, ararken öğrenme, de-

netimli öğrenme, sorgu başarım tahmincileri, statik indeks budama.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Information Retrieval (IR) systems usually aim to find a ranked list of documents

within large collections that contain desired information in response to a user query.

The documents in these collections are inherently unstructured (commonly composed

of text) [2]. Furthermore, as the World Wide Web (WWW) grows and evolves so

rapidly, surfacing the documents that a user seeks from the massive amount of data

becomes more compelling.

Web search engines come into play here and provide a connection between users

and information on the WWW. Users interact with search engines by typing a few

keywords, called a query, to express their information need. User queries are mostly

short, i.e. more than half of them are one or two terms [3] that make it harder to

identify the user information need. Moreover, these queries are often ambiguous

- have more than one interpretation- or underspecified - have multiple aspects of the

query. For instance, java is an ambiguous query. The user may search for information

about different aspects (a.k.a., intents or sub-topics) of the query java such as an

island in Indonesia, a type of coffee, or a computer programming language. Even if

the user is known to be a computer enthusiast, the query java is not clear enough to

precisely understand the user’s information need. The user may want to know about

how to build java, or java development environments or how to learn java coding,

which are different aspects of the query.

As the predominant purpose of search engines is users’ satisfaction, they should rep-

resent their search results in a diversified manner in addition to providing relevant
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Figure 1.1: The diversification procedure.

results to the query. Thus, users who type the same query but have diverse informa-

tion needs can be satisfied by seeing at least one relevant result.

Search result diversification aims to bring results with a wide coverage of all possible

aspects/subtopics (they are interchangeably used throughout this thesis) to improve

user satisfaction when there is no available information about the user. It consists

of two stages. First, documents are sorted according to their relevance to the given

query by a ranking algorithm. Next, the initial retrieval results, which comprise of

top-N documents in the ranked list, are re-ranked by a diversification algorithm to

incorporate diversity. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Existing approaches in the literature for search result diversification can be defined as

implicit and explicit, with respect to how they address the aspects of a query. The im-

plicit approaches make use of differences between documents in the initially retrieved

set assuming that there exists no prior knowledge about the aspects of the query. As

for explicit approaches, they assume the explicit availability of query aspects which

can be modeled by using an external source such as a taxonomy [4] or query log [5].

They usually consider the coverage of these aspects to choose the next document into

the diversified ranking.

Recently, search result diversification has been regarded as a crucial topic, and takes
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lots of attention from researchers [6, 7, 8, 9]. In addition to satisfying users with

different intents, it also helps the user to learn more about a topic since it allows

presenting different aspects of the topic for a given query. From this point of view,

diversification becomes even more important as it supports learning during the search

process [10, 11]. Furthermore, result diversification methods promise to mitigate

search bias [12] and enhance fairness in various search scenarios [13], where it is

reasonable to assume the availability of such query aspects (such as gender, ethnicity,

and age in a job search scenario [14]).

In this thesis, we propose effective and robust strategies for search result diversifica-

tion that are applicable for general and/or specialized search engines.

1.2 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis comprise of devising effective techniques for search

result diversification problem from different viewpoints. First, in Chapter 2, we ad-

dress search result diversification in the context of educational search, because diver-

sifying search results has been emerging as a useful technique to learn a topic or to

gain deeper knowledge about a certain topic as it ensures surfacing various aspects

of the topic. As the first contribution, we show that, in an educational search engine,

diversifying search results over for just topical aspects of retrieved documents is in-

adequate, it is necessary to diversify across multiple dimensions to support learning.

Next, we propose a novel framework that recast the well-known probabilistic and

supervised diversification algorithms (i.e., xQuAD [15], a variant of PM2 [16] and

R-LTR [17]) to take into consideration multiple dimensions. We also enhance each

method by incorporating a new component, namely dimension importance, into the

computation of coverage of query aspects. We introduce a new rich dataset specifi-

cally developed to facilitate the evaluation of diversification algorithms with multiple

dimensions in the context of a deployed educational search engine. This dataset is ob-

tained from user interactions with a real-world educational search engine. Thus, for

the performance analysis of our work, we use a more realistic set-up which is based

on query instances and clicks in addition to TREC-style relevance annotations1 [18].

1 https://trec.nist.gov/
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Experiments show that the proposed approach is effective, as we obtain substantial

improvements in terms of several diversification metrics (e.g., 2.4%, 0.93%, and 2%

for ERR-IA [19], α-nDCG [20] and P-IA [4], respectively; and 1.4% for the tradi-

tional P@2 metric). This work was published in:

• Yigit-Sert, S., Altingovde, I. S., Macdonald, C., Ounis, I., & Ulusoy, Ö. Ex-

plicit diversification of search results across multiple dimensions for educa-

tional search. Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technol-

ogy. https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24403.

In Chapter 3, we employ supervised learning methods to improve diversification per-

formance in three different frameworks with different features and goals. Our first

framework, LTRDiv, enables us to apply typical LTR algorithms for diversification

context in an intuitive way. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work that casts

the diversification problem as that of learning a ranking model, which is based on

the aggregated relevance of each document to all aspects of a given query. Our pro-

posed approach is motivated by the observation that, theoretically, a ranking where

documents are sorted with respect to the number of aspects they are relevant to (i.e.,

covered aspects) will maximize the well-known intent-aware diversity metrics (under

certain assumptions that will be discussed later), and such a ranking is also likely to

satisfy the users’ diversity requirements in practice. Therefore, we train models to

predict the number of covered aspects per document. With our second framework,

AspectRanker, for the first time in the literature, we propose to learn the importance

of aspects by re-ranking the candidate set for each aspect and leveraging query per-

formance predictors (QPPs). In the closest work to ours in the literature, [21] di-

rectly employed such QPP estimates as the aspect importance values, but they did

not explore the idea of training a model to predict these values, as we do in the As-

pectRanker framework. Lastly, we cast the diversification problem as a fusion task,

namely the supervised merging of rankings per query aspect. To this end, we adopt

an existing approach, LambdaMerge [1], to our problem. Again, earlier works only

considered traditional (unsupervised) merging strategies in this context (e.g., [22]),

but did not exploit supervised learning. In our adaptation of LambdaMerge, we learn

the aspects’ importance based on the representation quality of each aspect in the can-
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didate set (as in AspectRanker), and we optimize an objective function that takes into

account the relevance (of a document) to multiple aspects of a query.

We conduct experiments using the topic sets introduced in the Diversity task of the

TREC Web Track between 2009 and 2012. For each topic set, we first generate an ini-

tial retrieval result (i.e., run) based on the BM25 matching function, which is a tradi-

tional function and still employed in practical systems. Additionally, our experiments

also use the best-performing run submitted to the ad-hoc retrieval track of TREC in

each year. The latter setup allows to demonstrate the robustness of our methods, as

these runs usually employ sophisticated retrieval methods beyond BM25. We show

that our proposed frameworks, especially AspectRanker and LmDiv, outperform two

strong baselines and reveal that diversification performance can be enhanced without

using large training sets and high computational cost. This chapter was published in:

• Yigit-Sert, S., Altingovde, I. S., Macdonald, C., Ounis, I.,& Ulusoy, Ö. (2020).

Supervised approaches for explicit search result diversification. Information

Processing and Management, 57(6), 102356.

In Chapter 4, we investigate the diversification effectiveness of retrieved results when

a static index pruning strategy is applied over the underlying inverted index. We

demonstrate that the diversity of the top-ranked results is seriously hurt especially

when the index is pruned aggressively (i.e., from 60% up to 90%). As a remedy, we

propose two new strategies that take into account the topical diversity of documents

while pruning. Specifically, we cluster the documents regarding their contents and

and apply alternative methods to keep in the index the documents that pertain to

different aspects of a topic.

We conclude this thesis with a brief summary and discuss possible future work direc-

tions in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPLICIT DIVERSIFICATION OF SEARCH RESULTS ACROSS

MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS

Diversifying search results is a common technique to address queries where there is

some topical ambiguity in exactly what relevant documents will address the users’

needs. By surfacing diverse content within the top-ranked results, multiple users with

differing information needs can be satisfied. Nowadays result diversification is also

embraced as a technique in contributing users’ search and learning experiences by

representing a broader view on the topic. In this chapter1, we argue that, in a search

engine for the education domain, it is appropriate to diversify documents across mul-

tiple dimensions such as the type of the document (e.g., text, video, animation, etc.)

or its education level. We propose a framework that extends the probabilistic and

supervised models for diversification across multiple dimensions.

In Section 2.1, we define our research problem, multi-dimensional result diversifica-

tion, in the context of educational search. In Section 2.2, we review the related works

that focus on the search as learning paradigm in the context of general-purpose and

educational search engines, and then position our work in the search result diversi-

fication literature as a whole. Section 2.3 describes our models for diversification

across multiple dimensions as adaptations of the xQuAD, PM2 and R-LTR methods,

and provides a particular instantiation of these models in the context of an educational

search engine. We present the search evaluation dataset developed for this work and

the evaluation results in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. In the last section, we

provide concluding remarks.

1 Reprinted by permission with license number 4954090494924 from The Journal of the Association for
Information Science and Technology (JASIST), S. Yigit-Sert, I. S. Altingovde, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Ö. Ulusoy,
Explicit diversification of search results across multiple dimensions for educational search, ©2020, John Wiley
and Sons. https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24403.
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2.1 Introduction

Exploiting search as a process for learning is an emerging and exciting research direc-

tion (a.k.a. search as learning) that attracts interest from various fields, such as com-

puter science, psychology and learning sciences [10, 23, 24]. A particular direction

in recent studies, especially from the perspective of information retrieval research,

has addressed how general-purpose search engines can be exploited and enriched to

satisfy the users’ possible learning goals. To this end, earlier works attempted to re-

rank the results of a search engine by applying various techniques, most remarkably,

personalization or diversification. For instance, some works [25, 26] personalized the

displayed ranking by incorporating the reading difficulty of documents. In contrast,

Raman et al. [27] proposed a method to diversify the retrieved document set in terms

of the different topical aspects for the so-called exploratory queries. Inspired by the

latter work, we propose applying diversification across multiple-dimensions in the

context of educational search (more specifically, for a search engine that is built on

educational resources and primarily accessed by students and teachers).

While the aforementioned previous works paved the way for improving educational

search, they essentially focused on a single-dimension, e.g., either the topical aspect

or the reading difficulty, for leveraging during the re-ranking of query results. Instead,

in this study, we argue that search activity for learning can benefit from diversity in

the result list — as also suggested in the earlier works [28] – yet the diversity should

better be provided for multiple-dimensions. That is, the result list should not only

be diversified for the topical aspects covered by the retrieved documents, but also for

other dimensions, such as the type of the document (e.g., text, video, animation, or

even a test to assess what has been learnt) or its intellectual level (say, for beginners or

experts). Our standpoint is addressing a need that has been recognized also by others.

For instance, Hoppe et al. [24] identify the ‘lack of consideration for multimodal re-

sources’ as a major challenge for the search as learning paradigm. Furthermore, even

for a fixed topical aspect, it could still be possible and preferable to provide informa-

tion at various levels, say, at a beginner level with some basics, or at the expert level

with advanced content, so that users with different levels of initial knowledge can

still benefit from the search (and advance their knowledge gradually, by accessing the
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results at different levels). Hence, we propose diversification in multiple-dimensions

to obtain a re-ranking of results that can complement learning via search in multi-

ple ways (i.e., presentation of information at alternative forms and levels), beyond

coverage of topical variety.

Take an illustrative example query, ‘triangle’, which may have underlying aspects

such as: ‘types of triangle’; ‘triangle inequalities’, ‘triangle trigonometry’. Assuming

no information about the user is available, covering these aspects in the displayed

result is necessary (so that a user can both discover about their existence and have a

comprehensive view on the topic, as argued by [27]), but not sufficient. For a better

learning experience that would best satisfy many users’ learning needs, we need to

diversify the result set with respect to each of possible dimension (e.g. topicality,

level of difficulty, type of documents, etc.).

The diversification of results taking several dimensions into account is both a related

and a more complicated research problem than the flat (topical) and hierarchical di-

versification, which have been widely investigated for general-purpose web search.

While the latter approaches only need to discover the topical aspects of a query,

multi-dimensional diversification needs the dimensions to be related to a query, as

well as the aspects related to each dimension. We envision that, for general-purpose

search engines, it may not be necessarily optimal to consider diversification over all

the aforementioned dimensions for every query2 since (i) it will interfere with many

other signals for ranking and cause quality reduction for non-educational queries, and

(ii) the knowledge of all the dimensions and their semantics may not be readily avail-

able. Therefore, different from most existing works, rather than a general-purpose

search system, our work focuses on an educational search engine, where both the col-

lection (i.e., educational materials) and users of the system would have a richer set of

features that could be naturally exploited for search towards learning. Consequently,

we examine the multi-dimensional diversification of search results in this context. We

employ the data from a real-life educational search engine embedded into a commer-

cial web-based educational framework for K-12 level students in Turkey with around

1.2M registered users.

2 As will be discussed in the Related Work, there are several earlier works diversifying the results only for
ambiguous queries when a single (topical) dimension is used.
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In this chapter, we investigate the impact of the newly proposed multi-dimensional

result diversification approach in the context of educational search. Our contributions

are as follows:

1. We define a new result diversification problem that addresses the typical re-

quirements of a search as learning scenario, i.e., where there are a wide range

of dimensions the search engine needs to consider when returning results that

meet the learning goals (i.e., providing comprehensive information on the topic

in many forms (e.g. various types of documents) and at many education levels

(e.g. from level 4 to 8)).

2. We provide a new framework for diversification, which extends the state-of-

the-art diversification methods (namely, xQuAD [15]; a variant of PM2 [16]

as well as a supervised approach, R-LTR [17]), to handle multiple dimensions,

and provide tailored instantiations for the framework. Specifically, we enrich

each diversification method so that while an aspect’s coverage in the final rank-

ing is computed, the importance of the dimension which this aspect belongs to

is also taken into account. To illustrate our motivation for computing dimen-

sion importance values, let an example query be ‘triangle’, and assume that the

candidate set has documents from all the types available in the system but they

all pertain to the education level 4. In this case, the diversification algorithm

should focus on diversifying documents w.r.t. the type dimension, since there

are several aspects to cover there, but should not attempt to diversify for the ed-

ucation level dimension. Hence, while setting the importance values for certain

dimensions adaptively (i.e., per query), we consider the variety of the aspect

values observed in the candidate set.

3. We describe a new rich dataset3 tailored for the evaluation of diversification al-

gorithms with multiple dimensions, built from user interactions with an existing

real-life educational search engine.

4. We carry out an extensive evaluation of our work using a realistic experimental

set-up, which is based on query instances and clicks in addition to TREC-style

relevance annotations. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our
3 https://github.com/syigitsert/multi-dim-diversification
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proposed approach in comparison to strong baselines, showing improvements

of 2.6%, 1.4%, and 2.2% for the diversification metrics ERR-IA, α-nDCG and

P-IA, respectively; and an improvement of 1.4% for the traditional P@2 met-

ric. Considering the positive impact of diversified result presentation on the

learning outcomes (e.g., knowledge gains of users) as shown in [28, 29], these

improvements in diversification performance are likely to translate into learn-

ing gains in the educational search context, which is the ultimate goal of our

present investigation.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Search as Learning in General-Purpose and Educational Search Engines

Exploiting search for learning is a recent research direction attacked from various

perspectives [10, 23, 24]. Some of the previous works aim to shed light on the impact

of search activity on a user’s knowledge or expertise (e.g., [30, 31]). Others attempt

to enhance the performance of search engines for core tasks, most crucially, the rank-

ing of documents, to support learning-oriented search (e.g., [27, 28, 32]). Note that,

while the latter works address general-purpose search engines, where only a fraction

of queries might be towards a learning goal, there is also an emerging line of research

on the “semi-informal learning settings that involve search for scholarly informa-

tion” [24] and “educational information systems” that may be utilized by teachers

and/or students [10].

We see the latter setup, broadly referred to as educational search engines here, as

a complementary direction with new opportunities and challenges, and propose our

multi-dimensional diversification framework in this context. In the following, we

briefly review the earlier works in the aforementioned areas.

Enhanced ranking in general-purpose and educational search engines for learn-

ing goals. A particular direction to enhance learning experience via search involves

the re-ranking of results from general search engines. In one of the pioneering stud-

ies, Collins-Thompson et al. [25] proposed to personalize Web search results by re-
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ranking them with respect to reading difficulty.

Azpiazu et al. [26] analysed childrens’ and teachers’ needs while searching, and in-

troduced a search framework, YouUnderstood.Me (YUM), based on the results of an

existing search engine. YUM returns documents that are compatible with the reading

abilities of users while satisfying their information needs. More recently, Yilmaz et

al. [32] proposed an approach in which they trained classifiers using various educa-

tional resources to predict the related course category of question-like queries, and

then employed these predictions as a signal for re-ranking the initial query results.

In contrary to all these studies enhancing the results from a general-purpose search

engine, our work employs a more specific – i.e., educational – search setup. Further-

more, we leverage diversification as the key methodology to obtain a re-ranking of

results, so that all users with diverse topical interests and diverse proficiencies/pref-

erences may benefit from the search process; in contrast, the aforementioned works

employ a different re-ranking methodology, which is based on customizing the fi-

nal result list w.r.t. a single feature of a given user (i.e., reading level) or query (i.e.,

related course category).

To the best of our knowledge, there are only two other studies that employ diversifi-

cation in a learning-related context. In [27], from a broader perspective, the authors

addressed the exploratory Web search queries and so-called intrinsically diverse ses-

sions, where users aim to learn about a topic by seeking information about its mul-

tiple aspects. To address such queries, they introduced a greedy diversification algo-

rithm that re-ranks the initially retrieved results. Syed and Collins-Thompson [28]

presented a retrieval algorithm to enhance the educational benefit in the vocabulary

learning task. In this task, users learn essential keywords for a particular topic by

reading documents covering different aspects of the topic. Again, over an initial set

of results obtained from a general-purpose search engine, they apply a diversification

algorithm (based on the intrinsic diversity algorithm of [27]) that also takes into ac-

count the keyword density, as the goal is covering a diverse vocabulary. Our work is

similar to those as we also build on diversification, however, we employ a more spe-

cific educational search setup that enables us to apply diversification across multiple

dimensions, but not only for a single dimension (i.e., topical aspects) as in the latter

works.
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In contrast to the aforementioned works that aim to improve the general purpose

search engines to support search for learning, an alternative and complementary re-

search direction is focusing on specialized educational/learning settings that also in-

volve search. For instance, Hoppe et al. [24] mentioned TIB’s web portal4 as one such

semi-formal setting, where one can search for scientific videos. A commercial exam-

ple is iSEEK Education5, a targeted search engine for learners based on the resources

from universities, governments, etc. Usta et al. [33] presented an analysis of an edu-

cational search engine that works on a proprietary education platform in Turkey for

K-12 students with 1.2M registered users. In the same setting, Vidinli and Ozcan [34]

proposed a query suggestion approach. In this work, we also focus on an educational

search engine setup, as it serves as a natural testbed for the proposed diversification

approach across multiple dimensions.

Evaluating the impact of search on learning. A particular strategy to evaluate the

impact of a search session on users’ knowledge gain on a certain topic or domain is

by conducting pre- and post-assessments via tests, summaries, or user studies. For in-

stance, Collins-Thompson et al. [29] focused on the impact of various of Web search

strategies (i.e., results of the single- and multi-query searches as well as those yielded

by their intrinsic-diversification approach) and evaluated them via questionnaires and

self-reports. Moraes et al. [31] compared the users’ knowledge gain on a topic in var-

ious scenarios including search session(s), versus the baseline scenario of watching

an instructor-designed video. They evaluate each user’s knowledge on a given topic

using the vocabulary knowledge test (applied to participants before and after each sce-

nario), and show that watching the video together with search led to the highest gain

in knowledge. Due to the requirement of some form of explicit feedback from the

users, such an evaluation strategy is more applicable in lab settings and with a limited

number of participants. In our work, as we exploit real search logs from an educa-

tional search engine but do not have a chance to interact with the actual users, we

cannot apply such direct assessments. Thus, we rely on traditional metrics computed

over the re-ranked results using the proposed multi-dimensional diversification frame-

work. Having said that, the aforementioned work of Collins-Thompson et al. [29] has

already shown that an intrinsically diverse presentation of search results yields the

4 https://av.tib.eu
5 http://education.iseek.com/iseek/home.page
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highest percentage of users’ with knowledge gains; and hence, our improvements in

terms of the traditional and click-based diversification metrics imply a high likelihood

of improving human learning in an educational search context. Several earlier works

also employed proxy signals (such as dwell time and user clicks) to assess the user

learning via search. For instance, Eickhoff et al. [30] conducted a query log analy-

sis to detect expertise development within and cross search sessions. In other works

that are more similar to ours, i.e., proposing to re-rank search results taking into ac-

count the readability level [25] or intrinsic diversity [27], the authors again relied on

traditional metrics, as we do in this study.

2.2.2 Diversification of Search Results

Result diversification methods for ambiguous queries. In the literature, diversi-

fication approaches are essentially applied to ambiguous queries (such as the query

‘jaguar’, which could be seeking information for either the aspect ‘animal’ or ‘car’)

where the user’s search intent cannot be clearly determined.

Santos et al. [6] suggested that methods of diversification can characterized as either

implicit or explicit, which differ in how the diversification is conducted. In particular,

implicit approaches only inspect attributes of each document itself, usually their con-

tents. For instance, Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR) [35] is an early (implicit)

diversification method that aims to balance between the relevance of documents to

the user’s query, and the diversity in the contents of those documents. Other im-

plicit diversification approaches employ methods based on Probabilistic MMR [36],

risk minimization [37], portfolio theory [38], matrix factorization [39] and cluster-

ing [40, 41]. Zhu et al. [17] proposed a supervised implicit diversification approach,

R-LTR, that learns the weights of its scoring function that reminds MMR, employing

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).

In contrast, explicit approaches use an external representation of the possible infor-

mation needs of the user (also known as aspects), and aim to ensure that many of

those aspects are covered in the top-ranked documents. For instance, in the IA-Select

method [4], a user query is positioned within the categories of the Open Directory
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Project6, and as many categories as possible are surfaced in the top-ranked results.

Similarly, the xQuAD diversification framework [15] recommends the use of com-

mon query reformulations (as mined from the log of the previous user queries). Such

reformulations show the varying intents of users underlying an ambiguous query that

should be surfaced by diversification within the results for that query. Other ap-

proaches to diversification, such as PM2 [42] performs diversification that is relative

to the popularity of explicit representations of the possible aspects of the query. Jiang

et al. [9] apply supervised learning methods, and specifically neural networks with

the attention mechanism, to model the coverage of query aspects by the documents

and obtain diversity scores.

In general, explicit approaches to diversification have been shown to be more effec-

tive in evaluations such as the TREC Web track, as they better represent the possible

information needs underlying an ambiguous query [6]. Our work takes a hybrid view-

point to diversification, by diversifying by both explicit representations of the topical

ambiguity, as well as implicit aspects of the documents, such as the way they present

their information (e.g. tutorial, video) or their readability by different age groups of

user, which may imply their suitability for different users. In this way, our work

considers multiple dimensions that naturally arise in an educational search setting for

diversification.

There are three existing works from the literature are closer to ours in terms of the di-

versification methodology. Firstly, Hu et al. [43] introduced the notion of hierarchical

intents of topicality. Our work goes further by considering multiple orthogonal di-

mensions of diversification rather than a strict hierarchy, and goes beyond topicality,

to encompass other dimensions that can be estimated (e.g. readability) or derived from

document metadata attributes (e.g. document type). Secondly, Aktolga [16][Ch.5] in-

vestigated adaptations to PM2 that could achieve a mixed diversification of both topi-

cal and non-topical (implicit) dimensions, namely, the sentiments and dates expressed

in the documents. Finally, Dou et al. [44] proposed a multi-dimensional topic richness

model in a similar fashion to xQuAD for web search diversification. They considered

each dimension as a data source (such as anchor texts, query logs, web sites, etc.)

from which different and mostly topical aspects can be mined. Hu et al. [45] ex-

6 http://dmoz.org
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tended the latter approach with the aspects derived from an additional data source,

namely, the lists appearing in the candidate documents. In contrast to the latter ap-

proaches, our experiments focus on dimensions of diversification that are appropriate

to an educational search engine. Furthermore, we also extend R-LTR, an implicit di-

versification method, to exploit explicit aspects for multiple dimensions. To the best

of our knowledge, R-LTR has been used with explicit aspects only in [46], but again,

not for handling dimensions in the context of educational search. Last but not the

least, none of these approaches employ a click-based evaluation setup as we do in

this study.

Result diversification methods for learning. As discussed in the previous section,

there are a few works that apply diversification specifically towards learning-related

tasks. Raman et al. [27] introduce a diversification method to re-rank search results

for the so-called intrinsically diverse search sessions, where users aim to explore and

learn about a particular topic. The distinction of intrinsic and extrinsic diversity is

based on the following observation [27, 47]: Intrinsically diverse sessions are those

where users submit several related queries for the different aspects of the same topic

(say, for the query ‘jaguar’, aspects are like ‘jaguar feeding habits’, ‘jaguar habitat’,

etc.). In contrast, extrinsic diversity arises due to ambiguous or underspecified queries

(e.g., for the query ‘jaguar’, aspects may include ‘jaguar animal’ and ‘jaguar car’). In-

deed, extrinsic diversity has motivated most of the diversification methods described

in this section. The methodology presented by [27] for the mining of intrinsic queries

is not completely different to that employed by [48] for detecting ambiguous queries,

as both involve identifying the related queries of the main (initiator) query appear-

ing in the current session, although the latter also considers multiple sessions for a

given main query (and hence, obtains broader aspects). In our work, we believe that

the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic diversity is less visible, as the queries

submitted to an educational search engine, by definition, share a narrower scope, e.g.,

are concerned with the subjects related to various courses. Hence, while creating

the dataset for this work, we followed the procedure of [48] for identifying the main

query set to be diversified. At the end of this process (described in Section 2.4.1), we

found that the majority of the queries exhibit similarity to intrinsic queries of [27],

i.e., they seek information for the various aspects of the same main topic (e.g., for the
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query ‘triangle’; aspects are like ‘types of triangle’; ‘triangle inequalities’, ‘triangle

trigonometry’), while just a few of them involved some ambiguity (e.g., the query

‘voice’ (in Turkish) has aspects related to both physics and language). Finally note

that, the work of Raman et al. [27] evaluates performance using typical relevance met-

rics (considering satisfied (SAT) clicks as relevant), while we exploit both traditional

annotated judgments and clicks. Another practical difference of the latter method

in [27] is that the candidate result set to be diversified is formed by the union of top-

ranked documents retrieved for the main query and its aspects, while most of the other

diversification methods operate on a candidate set retrieved only for the main query.

As discussed above, in our educational search setup, where the underlying collection

is not as large and diverse as Web, the documents retrieved for a query and its various

aspects would not hugely differ (but their ranking would); and we proceed with the

typical setting, where diversification is applied over the candidate set retrieved for

the main query. In [28], a modified version of the diversification algorithm of [27] is

employed for a vocabulary learning task. For this latter task, the authors conducted a

crowdsourced user study and directly evaluated the attained learning outcome. As we

discussed in depth in Section 2.2.1, such an evaluation is not possible in our setup;

yet based on the findings of [28] and [29] revealing the positive impact of diversified

result presentation on the actual learning outcomes, we believe that using traditional

metrics in our evaluations is reasonable.

Other applications. While our focus is on search result diversification in this chap-

ter, diversification has also been investigated for recommendation systems, in order to

make recommendations more useful. Vargas et al. [49] proposed a Binomial frame-

work that provides diverse recommendations based on genre information of movies

using coverage, the redundancy of genres and also regarding the size of the recom-

mendation list. Their study aims to enhance recommendations by taking advantage of

diversification. Unlike our study, they only considered one dimension, namely genre,

while diversifying. Di Noia et al. [50] assess the propensity of each user towards di-

versity before personalization of the recommendations. Diversity is applied by taking

multiple attributes (i.e. genre, year, actor etc.) of items into account. By incorporating

user propensity, the diversification algorithms (xQuAD and MMR) re-rank the top-N

recommendation list that is computed per person by a recommendation algorithm.
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Overall, these studies relate to recommendation systems while, conversely, we aim to

improve search experience. Moreover we also focus on a different domain, namely

that of education.

2.3 Diversification across Dimensions

In this section, we introduce the xQuAD [15], PM2 [42] and R-LTR [17] diversifica-

tion approaches, and show how to adapt both to consider multiple dimensions.

2.3.1 xQuAD

xQuAD iteratively selects documents from an initial ranking of candidate documents

for query Q, denoted R(Q), into the final ranking S that maximizes the following

objective:

(1− λ) Pr(d|Q) + λ
∑
a∈Q

[
Pr(a|q) Pr(d|a)

∏
dj∈S

(1− Pr(dj|a))
]
, (2.1)

where Q is the user’s query, a is an aspect of Q, and S is the set of already selected

documents. Pr(d|Q) and Pr(d|a) are identically defined, in being the score of a doc-

ument with respect to the original query, or an aspect, and can be calculated using any

effective document ranking approach, such as BM25 [15] or more advanced learned

ranking models (e.g., [6]). Pr(a|q) represents the importance of that aspect for the

query, and, by default, is uniform across all aspects [15]7.

We note that the novelty
∏

() component of xQuAD, can be referred as Pr(S̄|qi),

may yield small values as more documents are selected into S and the corresponding

(1 − Pr(dj|a)) values are multiplied [22]. As a remedy, the product can be replaced

by with the geometric and arithmetic mean of the probabilities [22], as shown in

Equations 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. We refer to these variants as art_xQuAD and

geo_xQuAD hereafter.

Pr(S̄|qi) =

∑
dj∈S (1− Pr(dj|qi))

|S|
(2.2)

7 In Section 2.5.2, we go beyond this assumption and learn the aspect importances from the user clicks.
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Pr(S̄|qi) = |S|

√∏
dj∈S

(1− Pr(dj|qi)) (2.3)

Overall, xQuAD can diversify across any intent space Q, but, typically, common

query reformulations are used to identify topics the user may be looking for. As dis-

cussed above, this omits the possibility that there might be other independent factors

(i.e., dimensions) affecting a document’s suitability for the users.

2.3.2 Multi-dimensional xQuAD

We assume that there are multiple dimensions of diversification dim ∈ D, possibly

conditioned on the query Q (denoted D(Q)), which we wish to be covered in a rank-

ing. Each dimension dim has a corresponding set of aspects: a1, ..an. For the topic

dimension, which is generally applied in web search, aspects are the underlying in-

tents that can be inferred via mining the query reformulations or knowledge-bases.

Although our model is more general, in this study we consider two further dimen-

sions, namely the (educational) level that the document targets and the type of docu-

ment, which are specific to our target application of search in the education domain.

The aspects for such dimensions may also be identified in similar ways to the topic di-

mension, e.g., for a given query, we can utilize related suggestions and their retrieved

(and even clicked) results to detect the relevant educational levels or document types.

Our proposed model is straightforward in that it adapts xQuAD by marginalising over

all dimensions, as follows:

(1− λ) Pr(d|Q) + λ
∑

dim∈D(Q)

∑
a∈dim

[
(2.4)

Pr(dim|Q) · Pr(a|dim,Q) · Pr(d|a, dim) ·
∏
dj∈S

(1− Pr(dj|a, dim))
]
.

In Equation 2.4, the component probabilities are: Pr(dim|Q) defines the dimension

importance, which represents the importance of dimension for the query; Pr(a|dim,Q)

defines the aspect importance; and Pr(d|a, dim) is the document aspect coverage.

Note that we differentiate between the dimensions for which the probability Pr(d|a, dim)

should be estimated (such as the relevance of a document to a topical aspect of a
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Table 2.1: Dimensions & aspects used in this work.

Dimension Aspects Pr(d|a, dim) value

Topicality via log mining Estimated

Education Level {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} Known

Type {animation, interactive exercise, video, text, game, Known

lecture, conversational exercise, application, summary}

query) and dimensions for which this probability can be accurately known based on

the available metadata for documents (e.g., given a query related to the animation as-

pect for the type dimension, the diversification algorithm can assign the probability,

Pr(d|aanimation, dimtype), to either 0 or 1 based on the metadata associated with the

document d). Table 2.1 highlights the dimensions and aspects that we consider in this

study. Note that, as mentioned in the introduction, while the aspects for the education

level dimension typically cover the range of 1 to 12, for K-12, our query log sample

covers only the range of 4 to 8.

To instantiate the proposed multi-dimensional xQuAD approach, we discuss how to

instantiate the dimension and aspect importance probabilities. In particular, the im-

portance of diversification upon each dimension may vary between queries – for ex-

ample, observing documents with a variety of education levels in the candidate set of

documents R(Q) for a particular query Q may suggest that portraying these different

levels of content (c.f. Table 2.1) in the top-ranked documents are likely to benefit a

wide range of users. Thus, for the (education) level dimension, we set the dimension

importance as follows:

Pr(dimlevel|Q) =
O(Q)−minlevel
maxlevel −minlevel

, (2.5)

where O(Q) denotes the level aspects observed in R(Q), and maxlevel and minlevel

denote the maximum and minimum number of possible aspects in the level dimen-

sion. For instance, if the documents in R(Q) cover the level aspects {5, 6, 7} and all

possible level aspects are {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}8, we set Pr(dimlevel|Q) = (3− 1)/(5− 1) =

0.5. Note that, if all possible aspects are observed in R(Q), the importance score

is 1, while if only one aspect is observed, it is 0; i.e., no need to diversify for this

dimension. The importance of the type dimension is set in the same manner. How-
8 This is because our dataset covers the range [4, 8] for the education levels.
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ever, for the topic dimension, we cannot know how many aspects are observed in

the candidate set, as we can only estimate topical relevance. Hence, we intuitively

set Pr(dimtopicality|Q) = 1, as we expect relevance to be the first driver of diversi-

fication, with diversification encapsulating other dimensions having relatively lesser

importance.

2.3.3 PM2

PM2 [42] adapts the allocation problem of seats to party representatives in some

election systems to finding a diversified result list. The diverse result set is constructed

with respect to the set of aspects related to the query in proportion to the popularity

of these aspects. PM2 starts with a ranked list, R(Q) which represent the candidate

documents, with k empty seats which is the size of the diversified list, S. In each

iteration, the winner aspect is determined by the popularity of the aspect (referred as

quotient score). The quotient score is computed for each aspect i via:

quotient[i] =
vi

(2si + 1)
(2.6)

where vi and si indicate the number of votes the party i receives and the number of

seats that have been assigned to the party i. A seat (the position in S) is allocated for

the winner aspect, i.e. i∗, and the document d∗ that is relevant to the winner aspect is

selected by the following score function:

d∗ ← arg max
dj∈R(q)

λ× qt[i∗]× Pr(dj|qi∗) + (1− λ)
∑
i 6=i∗

qt[i]× Pr(d|qi) (2.7)

where qt[i] is the quotient score and λ is the trade-off parameter between the relevance

to the winner aspect and other aspects. Since the selected document is relevant the

other aspects in addition to the winner aspect, PM2 updates the portion of seats in the

selected set, S.

2.3.4 Multi-dimensional PM2

We adapt the original PM2 for diversification with multiple dimensions following a

similar approach to that of [16][Ch.5]. Unlike the original PM2 formulation, we have
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one si, which indicates the portion of selected documents in S for aspect i, and vi,

which denotes the number of documents the aspect i should have, for each aspect a

of each dimension dim ∈ D. The quotient score is calculated for each aspect a under

each dimension dim. Multi-dimensional PM2 selects the winner aspect i∗ for each

dimension, and then computes relevance of the next document for S to the winner

aspect versus its relevance to all the other query aspects within that dimension.

Note that our approach is similar to the adaptation of PM2 to multiple dimensions

proposed by [16][Ch.5], in the choosing of a winning aspect i∗ for each dimension.

However, it differs in terms of computing dimension importance and λ parameter. We

use Equation 2.5 for dimension importance instead of interpolation weights and λ pa-

rameter without smoothing. Besides non-topical dimensions differ, in our approach,

topical dimension is incorporated explicitly instead of classifying documents with re-

spect to their sentiments. Sentiment classification may not be reasonable for every

domain, especially where the majority of documents have neutral sentiment (i.e., as

in our case, education).

The scoring equation of multi-dimensional PM2 is as follows:

d∗ ← arg max
dj∈R(q)

∑
dim∈D(Q)

Pr(dim|Q)× λ× qt[i∗, dim]× Pr(dj|qi∗,dim)+

(1− λ)
∑
i 6=i∗

qt[i, dim]× Pr(d|qi, dim) (2.8)

We use the same setting to instantiate the dimension and aspect probabilities for multi-

dimensional PM2 as in multi-dimensional xQuAD.

2.3.5 R-LTR

R-LTR [17] is a supervised implicit diversification method that learns the weights of

its scoring function using SGD. Given a candidate document set R(Q) for a query

Q, R-LTR constructs the final ranking S in a greedy manner. In each iteration, R-

LTR computes the following scoring function for each document di that is not in the

ranking S, and the one with the highest score is added to S:

R-LTRimp(di, Vi, S) = ωr ∗ xi + ωd ∗ hS(Vi) (2.9)
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The first part of Equation 2.9 represents the relevance of the scored document, and

the second part represents its diversity from the documents already selected in the

ranking S. xi denotes a relevance feature vector that comprises scores expressing

query-document matching (e.g., tf-idf, BM25, etc.), while Vi is a matrix capturing the

diversity scores of di to all other documents in R(Q), in terms of various diversity

functions. Hence, V is a 3-way tensor that stores the diversity between each pair of

documents inR(Q), each computed using various diversity functions. Finally, ωr and

ωd are the weight vectors (for the relevance and diversity components, respectively)

that are learnt during the training stage.

Since the original R-LTR is an implicit method, it does not employ the knowledge

of aspects. Thus, in our setting, for a given pair of documents, the diversity scores

(stored in the tensor V ) are computed as follows. First, based on the content of the

documents, we compute two different diversity scores using typical similarity mea-

sures from the literature: i) the tf-idf weighted Cosine similarity, and ii) the Jaccard

Coefficient of the document vectors. Second, since the candidate documents’ edu-

cation level and type information are also available (as metadata) during the diversi-

fication, we compute their distance using Jaccard Coefficient and Binary Similarity

Coefficient, respectively. Thus, for each pair of documents, the tensor V stores a vec-

tor of 4 different diversity scores. Note that, in Equation 2.9, while computing the

diversity of di to the documents already selected in S, the aggregation function hS()

is invoked, which is the minimum function in our setting (as in [17]). We denote this

baseline by R-LTRimp.

2.3.6 Multi-dimensional R-LTR

We propose a variant of R-LTR that uses the explicit aspects associated with multiple

dimensions, as described in the previous sections. In Equation 2.10, V topic, V level

and V type store the pairwise diversity scores (utilizing the associated aspects) across

topic, education level and type dimensions, respectively.

R-LTRexp(di, V
topic, V level, V type, S,Q) = ωr ∗ xi + Pr(dimtopic|Q) ∗ ωtopic ∗ hS(V topic

i )+

Pr(dimlevel|Q) ∗ ωlevel ∗ hS(V level
i ) + Pr(dimtype|Q) ∗ ωtype ∗ hS(V type

i )

(2.10)
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In this case, for each dimension, documents are represented w.r.t. their relationship

with the related aspects. Specifically, for the topicality dimension, we represent each

document as a vector of Pr(d|ai) scores, which is the score of the document dwith re-

spect to each aspect ai (calculated using an effective ranking approach such as BM25).

Then, the tensor V topic stores the Euclidean distance between these document vectors,

as a particular type of diversity score. Furthermore, we calculate the pairwise differ-

ence of the Pr(d|a) scores between two document vectors and obtain their maximum

and minimum as additional diversity scores. For the level and type dimensions, as

before, we assign binary values for each aspect according to the metadata associated

with the document d. We compute the Euclidean distance between the document vec-

tors to be used as diversity scores in the V level and V type tensors. Finally, for each

dimension, the aggregated score is multiplied with Pr(dimi|Q), which is instantiated

as before. We call this method R-LTRexp.

Finally, in [51], R-LTR was implemented using a neural network framework, which

allows a non-linear formulation and the training of more complex models (i.e., via

multiple hidden layers). Similarly, we apply this approach for training a model based

on the same input as Equation 2.10 (denoted by R-LTRexpNN).

2.4 Dataset

We now describe a new dataset that we have constructed in the context of an educa-

tional search engine as a benchmark to evaluate the existing and proposed methods

for the multi-dimensional diversification problem. We cannot use an existing TREC

dataset as (1) they do not have dimension information and corresponding relevance

judgements, and (2) there is no specific dataset for the educational search context that

we aim to address in this work. Expanding upon the topic development practice of

the TREC Web Track Diversity tasks [18], the dataset is created as follows.

2.4.1 Identifying the main queries

As our starting point, we use a query log from an educational search engine embedded

into a commercial web-based educational framework (called Vitamin9) for K-12 level
9 http://www.vitaminegitim.com/
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of query click count (left) and frequency (right); our main

queries are sampled from the marked regions in each plot.

students10 in Turkey with around 1.2M registered users. The query log contains a

sample of 20K queries (6,503 of which are unique) from April 2015. To identify the

main queries that would benefit from diversification, we follow [48] and use click

entropy which indicates the variation of the clicked documents for each query. The

selected queries have a total click count of 20 or more, and an entropy greater than

1.5. We also manually eliminated the near-duplicate queries that are extremely short

or textual variations of each other (i.e., ‘triangle’ vs. ‘triangles’), keeping the variant

with higher entropy. For the remaining queries, we obtained their related queries

(i.e., a related query to q is a query q′ either following q in a search session, as in [18],

or completely including the query string q). We then discarded the queries with no

or trivial related queries or with completely non-relevant ones (i.e., no relevance to

the original query). This procedure yielded us 40 queries, such as ‘light’, ‘angles’,

‘electricity’ that have a variety of aspects.

With respect to the total click count and occurrence frequency, these 40 queries come

from the “torso” of the power law distribution of the query log (as shown in Fig-

ure 2.1), and hence, seem to be representative of the query volume (as in [18]). Head

queries, such as ‘mathematics’, ‘game’, ‘science’, etc., are too generic and it is un-

reasonable to determine a set of possible aspects underlying those queries. For tail

queries (e.g., ‘converting poetry to prose’), there is nothing to diversify since they are

10 i.e. targeting students aged 5-17 and covering primary, middle and high school educations (as in U.S.A.).
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very specific in nature. Note that the majority of our main queries exhibit similarity

to intrinsic queries of [27], i.e., seek information for the various aspects of the same

main topic (e.g., for the query ‘triangle’; aspects are like ‘types of triangle’, ‘triangle

inequalities’, ‘triangle trigonometry’), while just a few of them exhibit extrinsic di-

versity and involve ambiguity (e.g., the query ‘voice’ (in Turkish) has aspects related

to both physics and language).

2.4.2 Identifying ground-truth aspects for the topic dimension

Firstly, we clustered the reformulations of a query (using a hierarchical clustering al-

gorithm, as in [18]) to determine candidate aspects. Next, we applied a manual post-

processing process for the noisy clusters, i.e., we merged the clusters that are clearly

related to the same underlying aspect, and removed those clusters that are redundant,

i.e., including queries related to aspects already represented by other clusters. Finally,

human annotators evaluated these aspects taking into account the domain knowledge

(i.e., even if there does not exist a cluster labelled as “trigonometry” for the “triangle”

query, the annotator may add it as an aspect). While doing so, the annotators took

into account the retrieved documents as listed in the query log, as well as the knowl-

edge obtained from other educational resources. Note that these aspects serve as the

“official” ones for the topic dimension (we discuss the aspects for the type and level

dimensions later, see Section 2.4.4).

2.4.3 Automatically extracting aspects for the topic dimension

In the literature, explicit diversification algorithms are usually evaluated using both

official aspects (i.e., representing an ideal scenario where aspects are known perfectly)

and those that are automatically extracted by various intent mining approaches. In our

benchmark dataset, we also provide a set of aspects (for the topic dimension) that are

created without any manual intervention. In particular, for each query, we simply

clustered its reformulations and obtained the cluster label (i.e., the most frequent 3

terms in the cluster [52]), which serves as the extracted aspect. Furthermore, we used

a temporally disjoint query log (i.e., from Dec. 2013) to automatically create another
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set of aspects using the same procedure. These two sets of aspects are referred to as

Auto2015 and Auto2013, respectively.

2.4.4 Document-level annotation

For each main query in our set, we first obtained all of its occurrences in the query

log, and constructed a union of the results (namely, top-25 documents) for each occur-

rence. Note that, these top-25 documents may slightly differ for different occurrences

of the query, due to updates in the collection, etc. Then, for each query, we created a

matrix-like evaluation form where the rows are the documents (with titles and short

descriptions) and the columns are the main query and its aspects in the topic dimen-

sion. We do not need to manually annotate the documents with respect to the aspects

of the level and type dimensions, as this information can be inferred from the docu-

ments’ metadata (see Section 2.3.2). We used 5 judges (all with a computer science

background) to annotate the (binary) relevance of each document to each aspect of

the queries.

In general, the documents for each query were annotated by one judge, yielding a total

of 12,735 annotations. For a random subset of 4,842 annotations, we also employed

a second judge. The Cohen’s κ coefficient of inter-rater agreement on these 4,842

annotations is 0.77, which indicates substantial agreement [53]. The observed level

of agreement suggests that the relevance annotation task is fairly easy for the used

query set, and hence, our choice of assigning a single judge per query is adequate.

Finally, for the type and level dimensions, we obtained the official aspects of a query

by accessing the metadata of the topically relevant documents in the ground-truth for

that query. On average, this yielded 3.55 and 4.53 aspects per query for the type and

level dimensions, respectively.

2.5 Experimental Evaluations

We essentially consider 2 different frameworks for the evaluation of our proposed

methods. The first framework is based on the relevance judgments, i.e., annotations,

that are obtained via TREC-style topic development and user evaluation procedure,
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as described in the previous section. In this case, the evaluation metrics (such as P-

IA, etc.) are computed over the diversified result list of a query under the traditional

assumption that all query aspects are equally likely. (Indeed, probably due to the

latter fact, most works in the literature obtain the best diversification results when the

aspect importance component, i.e., Pr(a|q) in Equation (2.1), is uniformly distributed

across all aspects, as we also assume in Section 2.5.1.).

However, in practice, query aspects may have varying importance (or, popularity)

from the user perspective; e.g., for the query “light", we observed that much more

users (students) click on the results related to the “absorption of light" aspect than

those related to the “light year" aspect. Hence, to evaluate the diversification per-

formance by taking actual user preferences into account, we devise a second frame-

work where evaluation metrics are essentially computed using the clicked results for

each query instance, separately. As we discuss in Section 2.5.2, such a framework

also gives a way to set the aspect importance probabilities more realistically (i.e., by

learning from a training set), as it can truly evaluate the differences in these priors.

We refer to these evaluations as annotation- and click-based frameworks, and provide

detailed set-ups and experimental results in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respectively.

Figure 2.2(a) & (b) visualize these frameworks and highlight their differences.

2.5.1 Annotation-based Evaluation

2.5.1.1 Setup

Initial retrieval and candidate set For each query, we re-ranked its result documents

(i.e., the union of the results of all of its occurrences as obtained from the query log,

as described above) using BM25 and identified the top-25 documents as the candidate

set that is to be diversified.

Diversification methods & parameters As baselines, we essentially use xQuAD and

the 2 variants with the novelty components employing the arithmetic (art_xQuAD)

and geometric mean (geo_xQuAD) of the probabilities. We evaluate our multi-dimen-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Visualization of evaluation frameworks: (a) annotation-based, (b) click-

based.

sional approach integrated into all 3 variants. In some experiments, PM2 and R-LTR

are also employed.

We have 3 different dimensions to consider in diversification; education level, type

and topic as specified in Table 2.1. For the topic dimension, we compute the relevance

of the candidate documents (actually, their titles and short descriptions) to the main

query and its aspects in the topic dimension, i.e., Pr(d|Q) and Pr(d|a), based on

the BM25 scores as in earlier works. As the topical aspects, we experiment with the

“Official” ones (as an ideal scenario) as well as the automatically extracted aspect sets

Auto2013 and Auto2015. For the (education) level and (document) type dimensions,

we assume that the official aspects appropriate for each query are not available at

the time of diversification, which may be the case in practice. Hence, we obtain the

education level and type of the documents that are in the candidate set of the query,

and diversify only based on this knowledge.
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For each dimension, we set the aspect probability Pr(a|dim,Q) assuming a uniform

distribution across the aspects 11 in this dimension, as in the literature (e.g., [15]).

For all methods, we report the results for the best-performing value of the trade-off

parameter λ, which is 1. Note that, earlier works (such as [22, 54]) also report a

similar value of λ, and attribute this due to use of Official query aspects.

Finally, R-LTR, being a supervised method, requires training. For all R-LTR vari-

ants, we set the learning rate (for stochastic gradient descent) to 0.005 based on the

training data. To implement R-LTRexpNN, we train a fully connected two-layer neural

network with back-propagation (using the PyTorch framework). The hidden layer has

10 nodes with a sigmoid activation function, and the number of epochs is set to 50.

The ground truth ranking is obtained by greedily selecting the document that maxi-

mizes the α-nDCG metric as in [17]. We apply a 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate

the performance.

Evaluation methodologies and metrics The ground truth includes the relevance la-

bels of documents for the union of the aspects (of all dimensions), for a given query.

Based on this ground truth, we compute typical and well-known diversification met-

rics in the literature, namely, ERR-IA [19], α-nDCG [20], Precision-IA (P-IA) [4] and

Subtopic(ST)-Recall [36] and D]-nDCG [55], all at rank cutoff 10. For computing

the metric scores, we employ two approaches. The Flat evaluation is the traditional

setup that does not take the dimensions into account, while the DimAware evaluation

computes a metric score for each of the three dimensions and then obtains their aver-

age as the overall performance (i.e., as the layer-aware metrics in [56]). We use the

Student’s paired t-test (at 95% confidence level) for analysing statistical significance.

2.5.1.2 Results

Our experiments in this section seek answer to the following research questions to

evaluate the performance of multi-dimensional diversification in the context of edu-

cational search:

11 For the type and education level dimensions, we only consider the aspects observed in the candidate set.
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Table 2.2: Diversification performances of Single Dimension and Flat xQuAD (us-

ing the Flat and DimAware evaluation). The superscripts with (†), (∗), (‡) denote a

statistically significant difference from xQuAD Topic, Level, Type at the 0.05 level,

respectively.

Flat Evaluation DimAware Evaluation

Div Method ERR-IA α-nDCG P-IA ST-recall D]-nDCG ERR-IA α-nDCG P-IA ST-recall D]-nDCG

None BM25 0.425 0.766 0.304 0.796 0.817 0.447 0.766 0.321 0.811 0.848

Single Dim xQuAD Topic 0.468 0.831 0.309 0.857 0.864 0.482 0.813 0.325 0.858 0.883

xQuAD Level 0.437 0.792 0.299 0.852 0.839 0.457 0.791 0.316 0.867 0.869

xQuAD Type 0.433 0.783 0.300 0.827 0.828 0.455 0.786 0.317 0.841 0.858

Flat xQuAD 0.468∗,‡ 0.845∗,‡ 0.299† 0.923†,∗,‡ 0.880∗,‡ 0.483∗,‡ 0.833∗,‡ 0.315† 0.929†,∗,‡ 0.901∗,‡

• Does using three dimensions altogether yield a better diversification perfor-

mance than using each of these dimensions on its own?

• Do multi-dimensional xQuAD, PM2 and R-LTR variants (c.f. Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.4

and 2.3.6) yield better diversification than their so-called flat counterparts, i.e.,

the original algorithms (c.f. Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.3 and 2.3.5), respectively) that

utilize all the aspects belonging to all dimensions as a flat set of aspects?

• Do our findings change when we use automatically extracted aspects for the

topic dimension, instead of the Official ones?

To answer the first question, Table 2.2 compares the diversification effectiveness of

three cases (using Official aspects for the topic dimension): i) non-diversified BM25

baseline, ii) original xQuAD algorithm that utilizes the aspects of each dimension,

namely, topic, education level and type, separately; and iii) original xQuAD algo-

rithm using the union of aspects from all three dimensions as a flat input. Our find-

ings reveal that, diversification using aspects from even one dimension is superior to

non-diversified baseline for the majority of metrics, and among the three dimensions,

diversification via the topic dimension yields the best performance for all metrics.

Furthermore, using aspects from all three dimensions (as a flat diversification) yields

considerably better results than using a single dimension for most of the metrics. In

other words, diversification considering just one dimension (say, topic) is not likely to
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Table 2.3: Diversification performances of the flat and multi-dimensional methods

(with the Uniform and Adaptive Instantiations of the dimensions’ importance) using

the Flat evaluation. In parentheses, we report the percentage change w.r.t. the corre-

sponding flat method. The superscript (*) denotes a statistically significant difference

using the Student’s paired t-test (at 95% confidence level) w.r.t. the corresponding flat

method.

Flat Evaluation

Div. Method ERR-IA α-nDCG P-IA ST-recall D]-nDCG

None BM25 0.425 0.766 0.304 0.796 0.817

Flat xQuAD 0.468 0.845 0.299 0.923 0.880

art_xQuAD 0.477 0.865 0.313 0.910 0.894

geo_xQuAD 0.472 0.849 0.300 0.925 0.883

PM2 0.475 0.862 0.315 0.914 0.896

M-Dim xQuAD 0.467(-0.3%) 0.843(-0.2%) 0.299 0.923 0.880(-0.1%)

(Uniform) art_xQuAD 0.476(-0.1%) 0.865 0.313 0.916 0.893(-0.1%)

geo_xQuAD 0.469(-0.6%) 0.846(-0.4%) 0.299(-0.3%) 0.923(-0.2%) 0.880(-0.3%)

PM2 0.479(0.9%) 0.861(-0.1%) 0.316(0.4%) 0.912(-0.2%) 0.897(0.1%)

M-Dim xQuAD 0.481(2.7%) 0.859(1.7%) 0.302(1%) 0.931(0.8%) 0.890(1.1%)

(Adaptive) art_xQuAD 0.489(2.6%) 0.877(1.4%) 0.320*(2.2%) 0.913(-0.4%) 0.903*(1%)

geo_xQuAD 0.482(2.1%) 0.860(1.2%) 0.301(0.5%) 0.929(0.4%) 0.889(0.6%)

PM2 0.477(0.5%) 0.865(0.4%) 0.317(0.7%) 0.936*(2.4%) 0.908*(0.5%)

yield results that are also sufficiently diverse for the other dimensions. Although there

may be some correlations between the aspects of different dimensions (e.g., topic and

education level), the algorithms should better use all the dimensions explicitly for the

best performance, as we aim to do in this work.

Table 2.3 addresses our second research question, i.e., can the multi-dimensional al-

gorithms that explicitly model the query dimensions along with their aspects outper-

form their flat versions. To begin with, Table 2.3 (using the Flat Evaluation) shows

that both the flat and multi-dimensional diversification methods (based on xQuAD

and PM2) usually provide a notable improvement over the non-diversified BM25
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Table 2.4: Diversification performances of the flat and multi-dimensional methods

(with the Uniform and Adaptive Instantiations of the dimensions’ importance) us-

ing the DimAware evaluation. In parentheses, we report the percentage change w.r.t.

the corresponding flat method. The superscript (*) denotes a statistically significant

difference using the Student’s paired t-test (at 95% confidence level) w.r.t. the corre-

sponding flat method.

DimAware Evaluation

Div. Method ERR-IA α-nDCG P-IA ST-recall D]-nDCG

None BM25 0.447 0.766 0.321 0.811 0.848

Flat xQuAD 0.483 0.833 0.315 0.929 0.901

art_xQuAD 0.493 0.854 0.329 0.927 0.915

geo_xQuAD 0.487 0.838 0.316 0.931 0.904

PM2 0.493 0.855 0.331 0.925 0.919

M-Dim xQuAD 0.483 0.832 (-0.1%) 0.315 0.929 0.900(-0.1%)

(Uniform) art_xQuAD 0.494(0.3%) 0.856(0.2%) 0.329(0.1%) 0.928(0.2%) 0.916

geo_xQuAD 0.485(-0.4%) 0.834(-0.4%) 0.315(-0.3%) 0.929(-0.2%) 0.901(-0.3%)

PM2 0.497(0.9%) 0.853(-0.2%) 0.333(0.5%) 0.923(-0.1%) 0.921(0.1%)

M-Dim xQuAD 0.497(2.9%) 0.848(1.8%) 0.318(1%) 0.936(0.7%) 0.911*(1%)

(Adaptive) art_xQuAD 0.507(2.8%) 0.866(1.4%) 0.337*(2.2%) 0.923(-0.4%) 0.925*(1.1%)

geo_xQuAD 0.498(2.1%) 0.848(1.3%) 0.317(0.4%) 0.934(0.3%) 0.909(1.3%)

PM2 0.495(0.4%) 0.856(0.1%) 0.333(0.6%) 0.943*(2%) 0.930*(1.1%)

baseline for all metrics. For instance, while BM25 yields an α-nDCG score of 0.766,

the best performing flat and multi-dimensional method, namely, art_xQuAD, yields

0.865 and 0.877, respectively. We also observe that, among the xQuAD variants and

PM2, art_xQuAD consistently outperforms the others both for the flat and multi-

dimensional cases (cf. the bold scores for each case in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4) for

the α-NDCG metric.

Next, we compare the performance of the multi-dimensional diversification approaches

under two instantiations: setting the importance of each dimension, Pr(dim|Q), as

proposed in the section entitled Multi-dimensional xQuAD (referred to as Adaptive)
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vs. under a uniform distribution assumption (i.e., to 1/3 in this case). We find that

the multi-dimensional approaches with the Uniform instantiation does not yield any

better performance than their flat versions (except in a few cases). In contrast, the

multi-dimensional approaches with the dimensions’ importance set using the Adap-

tive method achieve the best performance and consistently outperform their flat coun-

terparts on all metrics. For most of the metrics, the best performing multi-dimensional

diversification method is art_xQuAD, which yields the scores of 0.489, 0.877 and

0.320 for ERR-IA, α-nDCG and P-IA, while its flat counterpart can only achieve

0.477, 0.865 and 0.313, suggesting a relative improvement of 2.6%, 1.4%, and 2.2%,

respectively. Note that similar trends are also observed for the DimAware Evaluation,

reported in Table 2.4.

Tables 2.5 and 2.6 provide the findings for the approaches based on the supervised

R-LTR method (to facilitate comparisons, the results for the art_xQuAD is repeated).

Our results reveal that i) our multi-dimensional R-LTRexp approach (using Adaptive

instantiation) with explicit aspects outperforms the baseline R-LTRimp (which is an

implicit diversification method), ii) our implementation of the multi-dimensional R-

LTR approach using a two-layer neural network (as in [51]) further improves the

performance (since R-LTRexpNN outperforms R-LTRexp), and iii) multi-dimensional

R-LTRexpNN yields the best performance only for the ST-Recall metric, while multi-

Table 2.5: Diversification performances of R-LTR using the Flat evaluation. In paren-

theses, we report the percentage change w.r.t. R-LTRimp. The superscript (∗) denotes a

statistically significant difference using the Student’s paired t-test (at 95% confidence

level) w.r.t. R-LTRimp.

Flat Evaluation

Div. Method ERR-IA α-nDCG P-IA ST-recall D]-nDCG

Imp. R-LTRimp 0.430 0.785 0.282 0.883 0.836

M-Dim Exp. R-LTRexp 0.435(1.2%) 0.806(2.7%) 0.291(3.2%) 0.933∗(5.7%) 0.863∗(3.2%)

M-Dim Exp. R-LTRexpNN 0.461∗(7.2%) 0.849∗(8.2%) 0.305∗(8.2%) 0.958∗(8.5%) 0.897∗(7.3%)

M-Dim Exp. art_xQuAD 0.489 0.877 0.320 0.913 0.903
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Table 2.6: Diversification performances of R-LTR using the DimAware evaluation.

In parentheses, we report the percentage change w.r.t. R-LTRimp. The superscript (∗)

denotes a statistically significant difference using the Student’s paired t-test (at 95%

confidence level) w.r.t. R-LTRimp.

DimAware Evaluation

Div. Method ERR-IA α-nDCG P-IA ST-recall D]-nDCG

Imp. R-LTRimp 0.450 0.783 0.299 0.891 0.864

M-Dim Exp. R-LTRexp 0.454(0.9%) 0.798(1.9%) 0.307(2.7%) 0.935∗(4.9%) 0.882∗(2.1%)

M-Dim Exp. R-LTRexpNN 0.481∗(6.9%) 0.842∗(7.5%) 0.321∗(7.4%) 0.960∗(7.7%) 0.918∗(6.3%)

M-Dim Exp. art_xQuAD 0.507 0.866 0.337 0.923 0.925

dimensional art_xQuAD performs better for the remaining metrics.

Overall, our experiments confirm a positive answer to our second research question:

multi-dimensional approaches with our instantiations are superior to the original di-

versification algorithms, i.e., the flat versions of xQuAD and PM2, and the baseline

R-LTRimp.

To address the last research question of this section, in Table 2.7, we provide the

α−nDCG results using the automatically extracted aspect sets Auto2015 and Auto2013

for the topic dimension w.r.t. only the Flat evaluation for the sake of brevity.

We find that the trends are generally similar to those observed for the case with the

Official aspects, but the actual metric scores are lower (e.g., for multi-dimensional

xQuAD, scores are 0.859 and 0.833 for Official and automatic aspects, respectively),

as expected. Note that, in contrast to web search result diversification, where auto-

matically extracted aspects usually yield considerably lower scores than the official

aspects (e.g., [22]), here effectiveness scores are within a closer margin. This might

be due to the fact that our automatically extracted aspects always include the main

query string too, and the candidate documents in our setup are rather short (as they

consist of a title and summary) and hence, less likely to match to noisy terms that

may appear due to extraction errors. Furthermore, our application domain is rather
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Table 2.7: Diversification performances (α−nDCG) of multi-dimensional methods

(with the Adaptive Instantiations) using Official vs. automatically extracted aspects

(Auto2015 and Auto2013) for the topic dimension.

Div Method Official Auto2015 Auto2013

M-Dim xQuAD 0.859 0.833 0.830

(Adaptive) art_xQuAD 0.877 0.840 0.826

geo_xQuAD 0.860 0.829 0.830

restricted (i.e., in the context of educational search, a given query topic is likely to be

associated with a limited set of aspects, which is usually not the case, say, for general

web search), and thus, the aspects may be identified accurately from a sufficiently

large set of queries. This may also explain why using the Auto2013 aspects, i.e.,

from a log collected in a different time period, yields only slightly inferior result to

using the Auto2015 set, which is from the same log sample as the ground truth.

2.5.2 Click-based Evaluation

In this section, we provide an alternative evaluation based on user clicks. We fo-

cus on the second research question of the previous section, i.e., whether multi-

dimensional diversification approaches can outperform their flat counterparts in edu-

cational search, which lies at the very core of this study.

2.5.2.1 Setup

Query instances and candidate results We use the same query set as before. How-

ever, instead of constructing a candidate ranking per query and then diversifying it

(as in Section 2.5.1.1), here for each query instance (i.e., an occurrence in the query

log), we obtain the result list that has been actually presented to the user, again from

the query log, and then diversify the latter, which serves as the candidate ranking in

this setup. Note that, for a given query, say, ‘triangle’, the result lists generated by the

underlying retrieval system for different instances are usually quite similar, but there
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might be occasional variations due to updates in the document collection and other

system-dependent factors. However, the clicked results in each instance may vary

widely, as different users may differ in their learning interests for one or more aspects

of a given query. The latter type of information, clicks observed for each instance

(together with our relevance judgments) are exploited for evaluation in this section:

our goal is to re-rank the candidate result list (via diversification) of a given query

instance so that the clicked results appear as early as possible in the list (more details

are provided later).

Different from the previous section where we had a candidate result set of 25 docu-

ments, here we restrict our candidate set to the top-10 documents per query instance,

since our evaluation is based on the users’ clicks and due to the well-known rank (or

position) bias, it is less likely to observe clicks for the documents ranked too low, i.e.,

after a cutoff value of 10. Overall, for our 40 main queries, we extracted 926 instances

together with their top-10 results, which form our dataset for the experiments in this

section.

Diversification methods & parameters. In this section, we employ only the flat

and multi-dimensional versions of xQuAD since the results from the previous section

show them to be representative.

As before, we compute the relevance of the candidate documents to the main query

and its aspects in the topic dimension, (i.e., Pr(d|q) and Pr(d|a)), using BM25. For

the (educational) level and (document) type dimensions, we use binary values, as

defined in the Multi-dimensional xQuAD section. We estimate the dimension impor-

tance probability through Equation (2.5) for the level and type dimensions while we

set the importance of topic dimension to 1. For all diversification experiments, we

report the results for the best-performing value of the trade-off parameter λ, which is

found to be 0.9.

Our evaluation utilizes the Official aspects for the topic dimension. A crucial issue is

determining the aspect importance, Pr(a|dim,Q), for each dimension and its aspects,

which was previously assigned a uniform distribution in Section 2.5.1. Since our

evaluation in this section is based on user clicks, the diversification algorithm should

accurately model the preferences of the user population towards different aspects of
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of click counts for the query “light” across each dimension:

education level (top-left), type (top-right), topic (bottom). For the latter, the topical

aspects shown as ST1 to ST7 on the x-axis correspond to “light and color”, “light

filter”, “white light”, “absorption”, “refraction”, “light year”, and “light sources”,

respectively.

a query, as they may markedly vary a lot. For instance, Figure 2.3 displays the user

clicks’ distribution over the aspects of each dimension for the query “light”. For

the education level dimension, the aspect level 7 is the most popular aspect with a

considerably large click-rate i.e., 85.3% of clicks observed over all instances of this

query are for the documents covering this aspect. The documents with education

levels 4 and 5 are very rarely clicked, while the other levels (6 and 8) are not clicked

at all. Similarly, for the topic dimension, documents covering four of the aspects

that are identified in the ground truth (namely, ST1, ST4, ST5, ST7 in Figure 2.3) are

clicked often, while the others are neglected.

To illustrate why it is crucial to accurately model the aspect probabilities during diver-

sification, consider the following toy scenario. Assume a query q with three different

aspects A, B and C (say, in the topic dimension) and three candidate documents d1,

d2 and d3 covering these aspects, respectively. If all aspects are equally likely in the
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query log, than top-2 rankings (obtained after diversification) as (d1, d2) or (d2, d3)

would be equally good, as each ranking covers two different aspects. However, if

we further assume that the users’ click rates on the documents covering these aspects

A, B, and C are 90%, 5% and 5%, respectively, then it is obvious that a click-based

evaluation will favor the ranking (d1, d2) over the ranking (d2, d3), since the major-

ity of its instances, documents covering aspect A will be clicked, yielding a higher

evaluation score. This suggests that the top-ranked results should not only cover the

diverse aspects, but those diverse aspects that are popular, so that we can improve the

click-based metrics.

We learn the aspect probabilities for each query and dimension by splitting our dataset

into training and test sets, based on the chronological order. In particular, for each

query, we use the first 75% of its instances (in timestamp order) as the training set

(adding up to 699 instances) and the rest as the test set (including 227 instances in

total). The aspect priors are then obtained from the training set using Equation (2.11):

Pr(a|dim,Q) =
relevant clicks for aspect a∑

a∈(dim,Q) relevant clicks
(2.11)

As mentioned before, most users click the top-ranked result(s) regardless of its rele-

vance, a phenomena known as the rank bias. For instance, in our dataset, for about

25% of the instances, only the top-1 or top-2 results are clicked. Naturally, for such

rankings, it is almost impossible to improve the click-based metrics via re-ranking

(i.e., after the diversification). This is a common issue that arises in the case of con-

ducting a click-based evaluation by re-ranking previously obtained results, usually

from a query log. The ideal solution – of conducting an A/B test with the previous

and treated rankings – is rarely attainable as the researchers are usually not in control

of the underlying retrieval system, which also holds for our case. Hence, following

the practice in some previous works [57, 58], we combine the initial ranking with the

diversified one (using the well-known Borda Voting method (e.g., see [59]) so that

the final ranking is not extremely different from the initial ranking. Furthermore, we

always preserve the first document in the initial ranking and apply diversification for

the rest of the documents in the list.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of relevant clicks

In our dataset, clicks distribution can be seen in Figure 2.4. From the Figure 2.4, it

can be observed that clicks intensify at top-3 results. We also know that 235 of 926

instances have only one click at top1 or only 2 clicks at top2. In the direction of these

information, we therefore verify, as expected, that position bias have a strong effect

in our log.

Ground truth & evaluation metrics In this setup, the ground truth is based on the

clicked results per query instance, following [58]. Furthermore, we filter them so

that only those clicks on the documents that are labeled as relevant in the annotation-

based evaluation (cf. Section 2.4.4) are kept in each instance’s ground truth12. Among

the total of 1,895 clicks for all our query instances, only 12% of the clicks are for

documents labeled as non-relevant. In other words, 88% of the users’ clicks were for

documents judged “relevant”. For the remaining 12% of clicks, a manual analysis

of some randomly chosen results revealed that these clicks are noisy (i.e., the user –

most likely to be a young student in this case, as our dataset covers the educational

levels in the range of 4 to 8 – may have clicked by mistake or without even checking

the snippet) as they seem definitely non-relevant, and hence we discard them.

However, note that not every relevant result may be clicked in every instance; as

discussed before, certain users may be interested in certain aspects only, and thus

12 Note that our annotation study involved the union of all results in all instances of each query, hence, we have
a label for every distinct result in each instance.
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may skip documents that are labeled as relevant yet covering the other aspects that

are not interesting for such users. Therefore, the evaluation framework presented in

this section differs from that of Section 2.4.4.

To summarize, for each instance, the ground truth involves those results that are both

clicked by the user in this instance’s result list and also labeled as relevant by our

judges. Based on this ground truth, we compute the traditional relevance metrics as

well as the diversification metrics (this is possible, since the ground truth aspects are

available for the documents labeled as relevant). We report Precision and nDCG as the

traditional metrics, as well their diversification-aware versions, P-IA and α−nDCG,

at early rank cutoff values of 2 and 5 (Note that we don’t report scores @1 as the first

result from an initial ranking is always preserved).

2.5.2.2 Results

Table 2.8 presents the diversification performance of the multi-dimensional xQuAD

algorithm with different aspect importance weights. The “Uniform” tag in the table

denotes that the importances of the aspects under each dimension are assumed to be

uniform, whereas the “Priors” tag denotes that aspects’ importances of a query across

each dimension are learned from the training data and using Equation (2.11). For the

multi-dimensional approaches, the dimension importance is set using the Adaptive

strategy described in Section 2.3.2.

Table 2.8 reveals that both the flat and multi-dimensional diversification methods

(with Priors) outperform the baseline especially for the top-2 results. We also find

that the multi-dimensional approach with Uniform aspect priors yield inferior results

both to the flat and multi-dimensional approaches (with Priors), and sometimes, even

to the non-diversified baseline. This confirms our intuition that the diversification

methods in this setup should incorporate realistic aspect priors learned from the user

interactions, i.e., clicks. The multi-dimensional approach with the Priors achieves the

best results overall, with relative improvements over its flat counterpart reaching up

to 2.0% (i.e., 0.350 vs. 0.343) and 1.4% (i.e., 0.442 vs. 0.436) for the diversification

and relevance metrics P-IA@2 and P@2, respectively.
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Table 2.8: Performances of flat and multi-dimensional xQuAD using the click-based

evaluation.

Relevance Diversity

Div Method P@2 P@5 nDCG@2 nDCG@5 P -IA@2 P-IA@5 α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@5

NonDiv 0.411 0.306 0.462 0.542 0.345 0.228 0.524 0.625

Flat withPriors 0.436 0.303 0.477 0.544 0.343 0.226 0.532 0.630

M-Dim Uniform 0.422 0.305 0.461 0.537 0.336 0.224 0.517 0.619

withPriors 0.442 0.305 0.484 0.545 0.350 0.228 0.539 0.632

Table 2.9: Performances of flat and multi-dimensional xQuAD with Priors (macro-

averaging over queries).

Relevance Diversity

P@2 P@5 nDCG@2 nDCG@5 P -IA@2 P-IA@5 α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@5

NonDiv 0.403 0.285 0.449 0.525 0.295 0.210 0.467 0.566

Flat 0.405 0.278 0.452 0.527 0.310 0.213 0.488 0.580

M-Dim 0.407 0.282 0.453 0.528 0.318 0.214 0.496 0.583

In our query log, since the number of instances for each query varies (i.e., the mini-

mum and maximum number of instances is 4 and 97, respectively), it is worthwhile

to investigate what happens if the diversification scores are first averaged over the in-

stances of each query, and then over the queries (i.e., a macro averaging perspective);

so that a query with too many instances does not dominate the overall performance

and conclusions drawn.

Table 2.9 presents the diversification performance of the flat and multi-dimensional

xQuAD approaches (both with Priors) by macro averaging the scores over queries.

The trends are similar to those in Table 2.8, as multi-dimensional xQuAD outper-

forms both of its competitors, with even larger margins for the diversification met-
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rics. In particular, the latter method achieves improvements of 1.6% and 2.6% over

its flat counterpart in terms of α−nDCG@2 and P-IA@2 scores, respectively. In

other words, our gains presented in Table 2.8 still occur when the query frequency

effect is eliminated from our evaluation.

Overall, our evaluations based on the user clicks and relevance annotations (as pre-

sented in the current and previous sections, respectively) reveal that the proposed

multi-dimensional diversification approach yields improvements of up to 2.6% for

various relevance and diversification metrics (c.f. Tables 2.3 - 2.9), a finding that in-

dicates the robustness of our approach for the educational search scenario addressed

in this study. Given the previous work of [29] that found that a diverse presentation

of results yields the highest percentage of users with knowledge gains in comparison

to the single- and multi-query searches (measured via various lab-based user studies),

we believe that our improvements in diversification performance using the traditional

metrics imply a good chance of improving the human learning experience in an edu-

cational search context.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced the multi-dimensional diversification of results in the

context of educational search to help the users’ learning-oriented search activities.

Our proposed enhancement of the xQuAD diversification model (also applied to PM2

and R-LTR) allows the multiple dimensions that are available in this context to be

taken into account when ranking documents, such as the type and target educational

level of each document. Our extensive experiments upon a newly-created test col-

lection show 2.6% improvement over “flat” diversification approaches and a marked

15.1% improvement over a BM25-based initial ranking obtained within a TREC-style

evaluation framework, that is based on relevance annotations, for the ERR-IA metric.

We also employed another evaluation framework based on user clicks. Contrary to the

annotation-based evaluation, the click-based setup is sensitive to the users’ learning

preferences for query aspects, which vary wildly in practice, and hence, the diversi-

fication methods use aspect importance priors that are also obtained from the query
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logs. In this realistic evaluation framework, multi-dimensional diversification again

proves to be useful, for instance, providing good gains of 1.4% and 7.5% for the P@2

metric over the “flat” diversification and non-diversified initial ranking, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3

SUPERVISED APPROACHES FOR EXPLICIT SEARCH RESULT

DIVERSIFICATION

In this chapter1, we focus on the explicit diversification methods, which assume that

query aspects are known at the diversification time, and leverage supervised learning

methods to improve their performance in three different frameworks with different

features and goals.

In Section 3.1, we provide a brief introduction and list our major contributions. Next,

we review the previous works in the literature. In Section 3.3, we provide preliminar-

ies required in some approaches in areas relevant to our study. Section 3.4 presents

our three frameworks for diversification. In Section 3.4.1, we introduce our first

framework, LTRDiv, in which we apply typical learning to rank (LTR) algorithms to

obtain a ranking where each top-ranked document covers as many aspects as possible.

We argue that such rankings optimize various diversification metrics (under certain

assumptions), and hence, are likely to achieve diversity in practice. Section 3.4.2 de-

scribes our second framework, AspectRanker, where we apply LTR for ranking the

aspects of a query with the goal of more accurately setting the aspect importance val-

ues for diversification. As features, we exploit several pre- and post retrieval query

performance predictors (QPPs) to estimate how well a given aspect is covered among

the candidate documents. Lastly, in Section 3.4.3, by the LmDiv framework, we

cast the diversification problem into an alternative fusion task, namely, the supervised

merging of rankings per query aspect. The experimental setup and results follow in

Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. We provide concluding remarks in Section 3.7.

1 Reprinted in accordance with the copyright conditions of Information Processing and Management, S.
Yigit-Sert, I. S. Altingovde, C. Macdonald, I. Ounis, Ö. Ulusoy, Supervised approaches for explicit search result
diversification, ©2020, Elsevier. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ipm.2020.102356.
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3.1 Introduction

Diversification is an approach to satisfy the needs of a population of users for am-

biguous and/or broad queries, by ensuring that the documents addressing different

possible intents of users are surfaced to the top results. Consider the ambiguous

query “apple” – the top-ranked documents should cover both possible aspects (a.k.a.,

subtopics or interpretations) of this query, namely, apple as a fruit and the company.

For a broad query, say, “machine learning”, there is a wide range of aspects, such

as the technological aspects (e.g., learning algorithms, code repositories), the social

aspects (e.g. ethics, jobs), or the legal aspects (e.g. bias, fairness), which should all

be represented – as much as possible – in an unbiased result set. Therefore, given an

initial retrieval result for a query, usually called a candidate set, diversification meth-

ods are applied to generate a final ranking, which lists top-ranked documents that are

both relevant and diverse, i.e. covering as many aspects of the query as possible.

Diversification approaches in the literature can be described as implicit or explicit, in

how they aim to understand the different possible aspects of a query [6]. The implicit

approaches solely exploit the candidate set, i.e., the features of the initially retrieved

documents, for diversification. Instead, the explicit approaches assume that the query

aspects have been inferred beforehand (say, using topical directories [4] or query re-

formulations [15]) and aim to prioritize the coverage of these aspects while generating

the final ranking. Earlier studies have consistently shown that when the aspects are

available, the explicit methods outperform the implicit ones. More recently, explicit

diversification methods have also emerged as a promising approach to reduce bias

and enhance fairness in various search scenarios (e.g. [13]), where it is reasonable to

assume the availability of such query aspects (such as gender, ethnicity and age in a

job search scenario [14]). Thus, given the success of explicit diversification methods

in typical search scenarios and their usage in new application areas, we argue that

exploring ways of further improving their effectiveness is an important and timely

research direction.

The key research question tackled in this chapter can be formulated as “How can we

exploit supervised learning methods to improve the effectiveness of explicit search

result diversification?". To this end, we identify three sub-questions as follows:
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• RQ1: How can we employ supervised learning, namely, typical learning to rank

(LTR) algorithms, for explicit diversification?

• RQ2: Instead of learning a model for generating a diversified ranking, how can

we learn a model to predict the importance of query aspects, to be used in a

traditional (unsupervised) diversification method?

• RQ3: How can we cast the diversification problem into a fusion problem, and

then adapt supervised learning methods to solve the latter?

To investigate answers to these questions, we build three different frameworks, each

of which leverages supervised learning with different features and goals, as follows:

• LTRDiv: First, we devise features that capture the aggregated relevance of a

candidate document to all query aspects to train a model via typical learning

to rank (LTR) algorithms. This framework, LTRDiv, is intended to rank higher

the documents relevant to multiple aspects and thus, it aims to maximize the

diversity of the ranking (as captured with the intent-aware precision metrics [4],

which will be discussed later).

• AspectRanker: In our second framework, AspectRanker, we apply supervised

learning methods for a sub-task of the explicit diversification process, namely,

predicting the importance of the aspects for a user query. While most diver-

sification methods in the literature employ aspect importance as a key compo-

nent, they usually assume a uniform distribution (i.e., all aspects are equally

important) or a popularity-based instantiation obtained from external resources

(which may not match the actual representation of aspects in the candidate doc-

ument set). In our approach, we first re-rank the candidate documents for each

aspect and employ several pre- and post-retrieval query performance predic-

tors, QPPs (e.g., [60]), to estimate how well a given aspect is covered in the

candidate set. Then, we train models to rank the aspects for a given query. Fi-

nally, we map the aspect rankings to importance values and exploit them in an

traditional (unsupervised) diversification method, namely, xQuAD [15].

• LmDiv: Inspired by the LambdaMerge (Lm) method that aims to combine rank-

ings for different query suggestions [1], we train models that merge rankings
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(of candidate documents) for each query aspect. In this case, the trained model

(a neural network as in [1]) captures both the relationships of documents and

aspects, as well as each aspect’s importance, which is again estimated based on

QPPs.

3.2 Related Work

In this chapter, we leverage supervised learning to improve the performance of ex-

plicit search result diversification, which explicitly models the aspects of a query,

and relevance of documents with respect to these aspects is taken into account while

diversifying.

The earliest work that devised a technique to exploit known query aspects is IA-

Select, proposed by [4], which is similar to its successor xQuAD [15] but it lacked

the relevance component in Equation (3.1). The xQuAD method (described in Sec-

tion 3.3.1) was reported to be the best method across several TREC campaigns, which

motivated various optimizations over the original formulation (e.g., [22]). A more re-

cent approach, PM-2, employs a strategy based on the allocation of seats to political

parties in elections [42]. Ozdemiray and Altingovde [22] employed the aggregation

of rankings (obtained for each query aspect) using unsupervised techniques, such as

the well-known CombSum [61]. All of these techniques are unsupervised, as they do

not involve any training stage to learn a scoring function for diversification. Instead,

the frameworks proposed in our work either directly learn a model (as in LTRDiv

and LmDiv) to produce a diversified ranking, or learn a model to predict the aspect

importance, which are used in all these prior approaches.

The LambdaMerge method adopted here is introduced by [1] to improve the relevance

of query results, and it merges rankings that are obtained over the entire collection

for a query and its reformulations. In a follow-up study [62], LambdaMerge is also

exploited for the fusion of results obtained over different collections or via different

retrieval methods. However, to the best of our knowledge, LambdaMerge has not

been applied for merging the re-rankings of the candidate documents for different

query aspects, as we propose in this study, for the purpose of diversification. Note
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that the LmDiv framework is close to a particular prior work, [22], since both are

based on the idea of ranking aggregation; but the latter work employs unsupervised

merging methods, whereas the LmDiv framework aims to learn a function to merge

rankings.

All the aforementioned methods in the literature (namely, IA-Select, xQuAD, PM-2,

CombSum based, etc.) require the aspect importance during diversification; however,

most of the earlier works assume either a uniform probability distribution [15, 22]

or set the aspects’ importance using their popularity (say, in a collection [15]). In a

recent study, [21] proposed setting the aspects’ importance values based on the score

of a single QPP. Our AspectRanker framework extends the latter one in several ways:

we use several QPPs at the same time as features, and learn a model to produce a

ranking of the aspects, which is then mapped to the actual importance values.

Some earlier works showed that the normalization of relevance scores is important for

the effectiveness of the unsupervised explicit diversification methods, and proposed

alternatives, such as the so-called Virtual [22] and R60 [63] normalization techniques.

While we essentially employ the typical sum-based normalization here, our super-

vised methods may also benefit from incorporating such alternatives which is beyond

the scope of this thesis and left as future work.

In the literature, there are various supervised approaches for implicit search result

diversification. SVM-DIV [64], which is one of the pioneer works, trains structural

support vector machines (SVMs) to learn diverse subsets based on the assumption

that if a document has more different words, then it may cover more subtopics. Yet,

this work only focuses on diversity and ignores relevance. Liang et al. [65] addressed

personalized search result diversification with a supervised approach. They proposed

a user-interest topic model to identify the relationships between users and topics, and

between the documents and topics. The obtained user-interest features from the topic

model are incorporated into a structural SVM as additional constraints so as to be

learned to produce both a diverse and personalized ranking list. Wu et al. [66] com-

bined two rankings produced from a traditional LTR model. While the first ranking is

the outcome of the model using document-based features (i.e. tf-idf, BM25), and the

second ranking uses both document-based features and diversity-biased features that
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are extracted over documents retrieved by the former model.

Zhu et al. [17] proposed a Relational Learning to Rank (R-LTR) framework that

learns the weights in an equation like MMR that combines relevance score and diver-

sity score between the current document and already selected documents, employing

SGD. Xu et al. [67] employed R-LTR as the ranking model and optimized diversity

evaluation metrics directly in training. To do so, they optimized an upper bound of

the basic loss function using different optimization techniques for bound optimization

that yields three learning algorithms, namely PAMM, SGDMM-Log, SGDMM-Exp

which use Perceptron [68, 69], stochastic gradient with logistic function, stochastic

gradient with exponential function for optimization, respectively.

Xia et al. [70] introduced a model that employs Neural Tensor Network (NTN) to

capture the novelty of the document according to already selected documents. NTN

composes of a tensor layer, a max pooling layer and a linear layer that compute a

novelty score for a document in the candidate set considering selected documents.

They attach NTN into ranking models of R-LTR and PAMM.

We are aware of only two works that have attempted to use supervised methods for ex-

plicit diversification. In the first one, Zheng et al. [71] proposed a supervised method,

L-HSRD, for hierarchical search result diversification. In this method, features are

based on the relevance between aspects in each level of hierarchy and the candidate

documents, and the model is trained using a sequential selection model (i.e., consider-

ing the previous documents in the ranking), as in [17]. Instead, the ranking functions

learnt in the LTRDiv and LmDiv frameworks do not apply such a sequential selection

process; i.e., they consider each document on its own during training and testing.

In the second work, Jiang et al. [9] proposed a framework deploying a recurrent neural

network with an attention mechanism. In particular, while scoring a new document,

the attention mechanism emphasizes the aspects that are not covered by the previ-

ously selected documents (i.e., following the sequential selection model discussed

for L-HSRD). This is again different from the supervised learning employed in our

proposed frameworks. In particular, both AspectRanker and LmDiv model the im-

portance of an aspect based on its retrieval quality (over the candidate set) captured

via QPPs, while the latter work weighs aspect(s) to “attend" at each iteration based
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on the previously selected documents.

3.3 Background and Preliminaries

Our work builds on and/or incorporates various previous approaches, such as explicit

diversification (and especially, the xQuAD method), query performance predictors,

and supervised algorithms for ranking and merging. In this section, we briefly review

the methods that we employ and/or adopt in this work together with the corresponding

notations.

3.3.1 Explicit Result Diversification and xQuAD

Consider a query q with a set of known aspects Aq = {a1, . . . , am} and a candidate

set D including N documents that is initially retrieved for the main query q. The

goal of diversification is to obtain a final ranking R (with |R| = k, where k is usually

less than N ) that is both relevant to the query and diverse (i.e., covering as many and

diverse aspects as possible).

One of the most successful explicit diversification approaches is xQuAD [15], which

was the top-performer in the Diversity Task of the TREC Web Track between 2009

and 2012 (e.g., see [6]). This is a greedy best-first approach that selects the document

d ∈ D that maximizes Equation (3.1) in each iteration, until k documents are inserted

into R.

Score(q, d, R) = (1− λ) Pr(d|q) + λ
∑
a∈Aq

[
Pr(a|q) Pr(d|a)

∏
dj∈R

(1− Pr(dj|a))
]
,

(3.1)

In Equation (3.1), Pr(d|q) and Pr(d|a) denote the score of a document with respect

to the main query, or an aspect, and can be calculated using any effective document

ranking approach, such as BM25 [15]. The first summand of Equation (3.1) aims to

capture the relevance of a candidate document d to the main query q, while the right

hand side represents the diversity, based on the sum of the coverage of each aspect
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a (∈ Aq) by d. In the latter computation, Pr(a|q) represents the importance of that

aspect for the query, and, by default, is uniform across all aspects [15]. Furthermore,

xQuAD discounts the score contribution of a document for a particular aspect (i.e.,

Pr(a|q) Pr(d|a)) by the probability that the aspect has been already well-covered by

the documents selected earlier into R, represented by the product term
∏

dj∈R(1 −
Pr(dj|a)). This discounting mechanism aims to prioritize documents with high scores

for the aspects that are not yet covered in R, and hence, enhances the novelty of the

final ranking. The trade-off parameter λ is used to balance the relevance and diversity

in the final ranking R.

In this work, we employ xQuAD as a representative explicit diversification method in

our AspectRanker framework (Section 3.4.2) and as a baseline method in our empir-

ical comparative experiments (Section 3.6).

3.3.2 Query Performance Prediction

For a search system, it is important to be able to estimate the quality of the ranking

obtained for a query, as it opens the way for several optimizations (such as applying

more sophisticated retrieval methods, or suggesting alternative query formulations to

the user). Therefore, various query performance predictors (QPPs) have been pro-

posed in the literature (e.g., see [21, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]). QPPs are broadly

categorized as pre-retrieval or post-retrieval with respect to when the estimation can

be done, i.e. before or after retrieval. Earlier works reported that both types of predic-

tors are useful and the overall prediction performance may further improve by using

different types of QPPs in combination [60].

In this work, we exploit both pre- and post-retrieval QPPs as features to learn a model

for predicting the aspect importance values (e.g., Pr(a|q) in Equation (3.1)) in the

AspectRanker and LmDiv frameworks2. In the following, we briefly review the QPPs

employed to this end. In addition to the notations introduced in the previous section,

we follow the notations used in [21], where C and sq(d) denote the underlying docu-

ment collection and the relevance score of a document d with respect to query q (i.e.,
2 QPPs have been exploited as features for other tasks in the context of result diversification, such as classify-

ing the aspect intent [80] and predicting the trade-off parameter λ [81], which are clearly different from the way
they are used in our AspectRanker and LmDiv frameworks.
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Pr(d|q) or Pr(d|a) in Equation (3.1)), respectively; Dn
q represents the top-n ranking

of candidate documents D (based on the relevance scores sq(d)) for a query. Note

that we employ all the QPPs also for the top-n rankings Dn
ai

(where ai ∈ Aq), i.e., for

the ranking of candidate documents w.r.t. each aspect of a query (as will be discussed

in Section 3.4).

3.3.2.1 Pre-retrieval Predictors

In this work, we use the following two pre-retrieval predictors:

• maxSCQ: This predictor is motivated by the intuition that if the collection

contains documents that are similar to the query, then this query is more likely

to have a higher performance [77]. The similarity score (SCQ) is computed as:

SCQ(q) =
∑
t∈q

((1 + ln(freqC,t)) ln(1 +
M

Mt

)) (3.2)

whereM is the number of documents in the collection, freqC,t is the frequency

of term t in the collection C, and Mt is the number of documents with term t.

Zhao et al. where M is the number of documents in the collection, freqC,t is

the frequency of term t in the collection C, and Mt is the number of documents

with term t. Zhao et al. [77] identified a variant of SCQ called maxSCQ that

was the most effective; maxSCQ is the SCQ score for the query term t that

maximizes Equation (3.2).

[77] identified a variant of SCQ called maxSCQ that was the most effective;

maxSCQ is the SCQ score for the query term t that maximizes Equation (3.2).

• σ1: Zhao et al. [77] conjectured that as the standard deviation of the query

terms’ weights increases, the retrieval system would identify relevant docu-

ments readily, since documents would discriminate easily. This predictor sums

the deviations over the query terms and thus reflects the variability of the query

as a whole.

σ1(q) =
∑
t∈q

√
1

Mt

∑
d∈Ct

(wd,t − w̄t)2 (3.3)
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w̄t =

∑
d∈Ct

wd,t

|Ct|
, (3.4)

where Ct is the set of documents including the query term t while wd,t denotes

the weight of query term t in document d (calculated via tf-idf in [77]).

3.3.2.2 Post-retrieval Predictors

In this work, we use various post-retrieval predictors:

• Weighted Information Gain (WIG): This QPP estimates retrieval effective-

ness by computing the difference between the mean of relevance scores of doc-

uments in the ranking Dn
q , and the relevance score of the collection. The intu-

ition behind this approach is that “high quality retrieval should be much more

effective than just returning the average document” [78]. The WIG score is

calculated as follows:

WIG(q) =
1

n
√
l
(avgd∈Dn

q
(sq(d))− sq(C)), (3.5)

where sq(d) and sq(C) represent the relevance scores of documents d ∈ Dn
q

and the collection C, respectively. l is the length of the query q, and n is the

size of the ranking.

• Normalized Query Commitment (NQC): Shtok et al. [73] stated that using

the mean of the relevance scores might be misleading, as the ranking may in-

clude non-relevant documents. Hence they propose a technique that measures

the amount of deviation of the relevance scores of documents in the ranking

w.r.t the mean score, and further normalized it w.r.t the collection score.

NQC(q) =

√
1
n

∑
d∈Dn

q
(sq(d)− avgd∈Dn

q
(sq(d)))2

sq(C)
(3.6)

• ScoreAvg: ScoreAvg3 has been used as a simpler form of WIG for fusion-

based retrieval in [79]. Since they found that normalizing by the query length

damages the quality of the prediction when using multiple lists, they employed
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sum normalization. That is, the relevance scores, sq(d), of documents in Dn
q

are normalized so that they sum to 1.

• ScoreDev: ScoreDev3 [79], is similar to NQC, but instead of the normaliza-

tion w.r.t the collection score, it applies sum normalization over the document

scores.

Finally, the following three query performance predictors were introduced by [21].

• ScoreRatio: This predictor uses the idea that a higher score gap between the

first and last documents in a ranking may imply a higher probability of non-

relevant documents appearing in this ranking. It is calculated as follows:

ScoreRatio(q) =
sq(dn)

sq(d1)
(3.7)

• VScoreAvg: For this QPP, it is assumed that there exists a virtual document

that perfectly matches the query, as in [22]. This virtual document dV would

contain only the terms in the query and it would have the average document

length in the collection. Then, its score sq(dV ) is used to normalize the scores

sq(d) (of d ∈ Dn
q ) to obtain a predictor based on the mean relevance of the

ranked documents, as follows:

V ScoreAvg(q) =
1

n

∑
d∈Dn

q

svirtualq (d) (3.8)

svirtualq (d) =
sq(d)

sq(dV )
(3.9)

• VScoreFirst: The score of the first document in the ranking (after normaliza-

tion by the score of the aforementioned virtual document) is used as a query

performance predictor.

3.3.3 Supervised Learning for Ranking

Modern search engines apply a two stage ranking where first an initial retrieval result

is obtained using relatively efficient methods (such as BM25) and then a complex and
3The QPP was named this way by [21].
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expensive machine learnt ranker is applied over the latter set. To train such specialized

models for the ranking task, several algorithms have been introduced in the last two

decades (see [82] for an overview).

In a nutshell, the input for a LTR algorithm is an instance vector that is created for

each document retrieved for a query, and includes features that capture the query-

document matching (e.g., tf-idf, BM25, etc. scores) as well as document-quality fea-

tures (PageRank, in/out degrees, etc.) and query features (e.g., see [82]). During

training, the target label is the graded relevance judgment of a document for the query

(usually obtained from the human assessors). The LTR algorithms can consider these

labels on their own, in pairs or as a list, giving way to pointwise, pairwise and listwise

learning approaches.

In this work, we leverage LTR approaches in two ways: First, in the LTRDiv frame-

work, we cast the diversification problem to a LTR problem with appropriate features

and a target feature that is intended to optimize the aspect coverage. Secondly, in

the AspectRanker framework, instead of ranking documents, we rank the aspects of

a query to infer their importance values. In both cases, we employ two representative

LTR algorithms, namely, SVMRank and Random Forests.

3.3.4 Supervised Learning for Result Merging

A well-explored topic in the literature is merging query results that are obtained by

using different retrieval methods (e.g. tf-idf, BM25, LTR, etc.) over the same corpora

and/or over different collections. In this work, we adopt a particular supervised strat-

egy, LambdaMerge, which has been proposed to merge the rankings that are obtained

for a query and its reformulations [1]. Next, we review LambdaMerge and a follow-

up variant, and discuss our application of this method to the result diversification

problem in Section 3.4.

Assume that a list of top-N results is retrieved for a query and each of its reformu-

lations. The LambdaMerge method consists of two neural networks: the first one,

called scoring network, employs features, xrd, capturing the relationship between a

query reformulation and the document; while the second network, namely a gating
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network, uses features, zr, that represent the quality of each reformulation. The total

score of a document is generated by the co-operation of these two networks. The con-

tribution of each reformulation measured by the gating network is multiplied by the

score of the document passing through the scoring network, and adding all of them

yield the final score of a document. This process is formulated as follows:

scored =
∑
r

ψrf(xrd, γ) (3.10)

ψr = softmax(zi, δ) for i = 1, ..., r. (3.11)

where r is a query reformulation, ψ represents the quality of the reformulation, which

is computed by Equation (3.11), xrd is the feature vector of document d over the result

list of reformulation r, γ and δ are the weight matrices. f is the key function of the

scoring network. While this function can be any differentiable function, Sheldon et

al. [1] chose a fully connected two-layer neural network.

Training a neural network that optimizes an evaluation metric (such as Normalized

Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [83]) is a challenge, due to the discontinuity of

the metric. Therefore, LambdaMerge has adopted the approach of LambdaRank [84,

85], which overcomes this problem by using a smoothed version of the objective. In

particular, the gradients of the objective, namely O, for the parameters of score and

gating networks are computed by applying the chain rule as in Equation (3.12):

∂O

∂γm
=

∑
d

∂O

∂scored

∂scored
∂γm

(3.12)

The most crucial component is the partial derivative ofO w.r.t. the score (generated by

the output layer of network), ∂O
∂scored

, which can be computed for various information

retrieval (IR) evaluation metrics as follows:

∂O

∂scored
=

∑
i

| ∆di | (Υd>i − 1/(1 + escorei−scored)) (3.13)

where i indicates every document in the ranking, and | ∆di | is the difference value in

the metric when documents i and d are swapped in the ranking; Υd>i is an indicator

that shows which document is more relevant according to the relevance judgements. It

is 1 if the document d is more relevant than i, and 0 otherwise. In LambdaMerge, the
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authors employ the nDCG metric while computing | ∆di | (see [1] for further details).

For the other derivatives, i.e., ∂scored
∂γm

and ∂scored
∂δn

, the traditional back-propagation

scheme is applied, as for the original LambdaRank approach [84, 86, 85] as in Equa-

tions 3.14 and 3.15.

∂scored
∂γm

=
∑
r

ψr ·
∂

∂γm
f(xrd, γ) (3.14)

∂scored
∂δn

=
∑
r

∂ψr
∂δn
· f(xrd, γ) (3.15)

∂
∂γm

f(xrd, γ) denotes the original back-propagation in the neural network to update

the weights of the scoring network. The back-propagation of the gating network is

performed with respect to softmax function to update δ.

Finally note that Lee at al. [62] extended the LambdaMerge architecture by increasing

the number of hidden layers in the scoring neural network (as well as injecting addi-

tional feature types) to be use in the collection fusion problem which is the task of

merging results from isolated and semi-overlapped collections. Following the nam-

ing in the latter work, we refer to our diversification framework that is based on the

original LambdaMerge as LmDiv-Shallow, while we denote the multi-layer version

as LmDiv-Deep.

3.4 Supervised Learning for Explicit Search Result Diversification

In this study, we exploit various supervised learning methods (i.e., LTR algorithms

and neural networks) to either generate a diversified final ranking (in the LTRDiv and

LmDiv frameworks), or to obtain aspect importance values to be used in combination

with a traditional explicit diversification method (in the AspectRanker framework).

In the following, we discuss the details for each of these frameworks.
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3.4.1 The LTRDiv Framework

In this section, to answer our first research question, RQ1 in Section 3.1, we cast the

result diversification problem into a typical ranking problem to exploit the existing

LTR algorithms to obtain the final ranking. As discussed in Section 3.3.3, in the

traditional setup for LTR, the goal is to maximize the relevance of the ranking for a

given query; therefore, during training, the model learns to predict the relevance label

of each document for a given query. In this case, the document is represented with the

features that capture the query-document matching (e.g., tf-idf, BM25, etc. scores) as

well as the document-quality (PageRank, in- and out degree, etc.).

To be able to use a LTR algorithm for diversification, we extend this setup. In partic-

ular, we describe both the features and the learning target to capture the relevance of

a document not only to the main query, but also to its multiple aspects. To formally

define the features and target label, assume a query q (i.e., the main query issued by

a user) with a set of known aspects Aq = {a1, . . . , am} and a candidate set D (i.e.,

the top-N documents retrieved for q). We re-rank the candidate set D for each aspect

ai, using a typical retrieval mechanism (e.g., tf-idf, BM25, etc., as will be discussed

later). We denote each such ranking as Dn
ai

, where n ≤ N . Intuitively, a document

that is ranked at a higher position (i.e., close to the top) in many of these rankings

Dn
ai

is likely to be relevant to several aspects, and hence, would contribute positively

to the diversity of the final ranking. Therefore, we represent a document d’s coverage

of the aspect set Aq with the features that compute the minimal, maximal and average

rank (and score) of d over the rankings Dn
ai

for ai ∈ Aq, shown as follows:

fd = 〈s(d, q), r(d, q), max
1≤i≤m

s(d, ai),
1

m

m∑
i=1

s(d, ai), min
1≤i≤m

s(d, ai),

max
1≤i≤m

r(d, ai),
1

m

m∑
i=1

r(d, ai), min
1≤i≤m

r(d, ai)〉 (3.16)

where s(d, ai) is the relevance score of document d for aspect ai (sum-normalized

over Dn
ai

), and r(d, ai) is the rank of document d in Dn
ai

. Note that the feature vector

fd also includes s(d, q) and r(d, q), i.e., the relevance score and rank of d for the main

query q. In this manner, the feature vector for a document is capable of representing

the relevance of a document to both the main query and its aspects. The target label
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Figure 3.1: LTRDiv framework to obtain a diversified ranking with a typical LTR

algorithm.

for a document d is the number of covered aspects, i.e., those a document is stated to

be relevant for (with a non-zero grade in the ground truth relevance judgments).

We summarise the LTRDiv framework in Figure 3.1. For the learning component,

any LTR algorithm from the literature can be employed, and we discuss the ones em-

ployed in this work in Section 3.5. Finally, we justify our choice of the learning target

(the number of covered aspects by a document) in this framework by the following

observation.

Proposition 1 Assuming all query aspects are equally important and the relevance

of each document to each aspect is binary, a ranking of N documents based on the

number of covered aspects will yield the optimum scores for the precision oriented

intent aware (IA) metrics such as Precision-IA (P-IA) and Discounted Cumulative

Gain (DCG)-IA [4], for any cut-off value k ≤ N .

Example. Let’s consider a query q with the candidate set Dq = {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5}.
The query has 3 aspects, and the (binary) relevance (rela(d)) of each document to

each aspect is given in Table 3.1. We want to retrieve the top-2 documents for q.

In this case, assuming all aspects are equally important (i.e., Pr(a|q) = 1/m for a
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Table 3.1: Relevance of documents to query aspects for a toy scenario.

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5

a1 1 1 0 0 1

a2 0 1 0 0 1

a3 0 1 0 1 0

query with m aspects), a ranking R of the documents that is based on the covered

aspects, namely, d2(3), d5(2), d1(1), d4(1), d3(0), maximizes both P-IA and DCG-IA

for any rank cut-off value, and hence, the top-2 list includes {d2, d5}. For P-IA,

shown in Equation (3.17), this is easy to see, by taking the (constant) multiplication

1/m×1/k out of the summations and then swapping the order of summations. Then,

for each rank position, covering the maximum number of aspects would give the opti-

mal P-IA score, and the ranking {d2, d5} (covering 3+2 aspects) is optimal. Applying

the same transformations for the DCG-IA metric in Equation (3.18), we again see the

optimal ranking should provide the highest gains for each possible rank position and

hence, for this example, the ranking {d2, d5} is optimal. Note that, Chapelle et al. [87]

also noted that DCG-IA could be optimized by sorting the documents w.r.t. the ex-

pected gain, and under the aforementioned assumptions, this means a ranking with

respect to the number of covered aspects, as given in Proposition 1. Since the above

example conveys the intuition underlying Proposition 1.

P-IA@k =
m∑
a=1

Pr(a|q)1

k

k∑
j=1

Rela(Rj) (3.17)

DCG-IA@k =
m∑
a=1

Pr(a|q)
k∑
j=1

2Rela(Rj)

log(1 + j)
(3.18)

In light of the above discussion, we argue that training models to predict the number of

aspects covered by each candidate document is a meaningful and promising learning

target for our LTRDiv framework4.

4 We note that the model may underperform if the ground truth for the evaluation includes graded relevance
judgments and/or non-uniform aspect importance values; yet in our experiments with graded relevance judgments,
LTRDiv was still found to yield a good performance (see Section 3.6).
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This also means that LTRDiv is a coverage-based approach and does not take novelty

into account, i.e., it neglects the redundancy between the covered aspects. We note

that this is a reasonable choice, since an earlier work has shown that solely targeting

for the novelty is not effective for diversification [88], while coverage-based methods

perform very well comparatively. In our experimental evaluation, we confirm the

latter result and show that rankings obtained via LTRDiv yield high diversity scores,

not only in terms of the intent-aware metrics, but also w.r.t. those taking novelty into

account, such as α-nDCG.

3.4.2 The AspectRanker Framework

In this section, we propose the AspectRanker framework, as an answer to our second

research question, RQ2 raised in Section 3.1. In the AspectRanker framework, our

goal is to exploit the supervised learning methods, i.e., the LTR algorithms again, to

estimate the aspect importance values that are employed in traditional (unsupervised)

explicit diversification methods proposed in various earlier works [4, 15, 22, 42]. In

Algorithm 1, we specify the overall approach, in three stages, to obtain a diversified

ranking. First, we train a model to rank the aspects for a given query. Next, we map

each rank to a fixed importance value. Finally, we employ these importance values

in a traditional diversification method. In the following, we describe in detail each

stage.

For the ranking stage, we need to represent each query aspect with a feature vector

and define a target label that would capture the importance of an aspect for a given

query. To address this goal, we are inspired by an earlier work [21], which suggests

that rather than relying on external resources for inferring aspect importance, one

should consider to what extent an aspect is represented in the candidate set. For in-

stance, for a given query “java", if the aspect “java island" is not covered adequately

by any of the documents in the candidate set (i.e., all candidates are either relevant

to the “programming language" or “coffee" aspects), then assigning uniform impor-

tance values to all three aspects (following the common practice in the literature [15])

would not help, but might even mislead the diversification process. To further justify

our approach, in Figure 3.2, we provide the percentage of aspects that have a given
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Algorithm 1: AspectRanker
Input : Qtrain : the query set for training

Qtest : the query set for test

{D1, .., DQ}: candidate set retrieved for qi ∈ Qtrain ∪Qtest

{A1, .., AQ}: aspect set for qi ∈ Qtrain ∪Qtest

Output: R : set of diversified rankings Ri for qi

1 for each training query q ∈ Qtrain do

2 for each aspect ai ∈ Aq do

3 Generate the ranking Dn
ai

based on s(d, ai) for d ∈ Dq

4 Construct feature vector fai = 〈WIG(ai),NQC(ai)...〉
5 Feed 〈q, fai , target〉 triplets to train a LTR model

6 end

7 end

8 for each test query q ∈ Qtest do

9 Obtain the aspect ranking Aq using the LTR model

10 for each aspect ai ∈ Aq do

11 Compute the importance of the ai w.r.t its rank in Aq

12 end

13 Run xQuAD with computed aspect importance values

14 end

number of relevant documents in the top-100 candidate set, for the BM25 and TREC

runs over 198 queries (described in detail in Section 3.5). Remarkably, a consider-

able percentage of aspects do not have even a single relevant document retrieved in

the candidate set. Similarly, as the plot shows, the number of relevant documents

does fluctuate: for a large fraction of aspects there are 1 to 10 relevant documents;

but aspects with much larger numbers of relevant documents also exist. Therefore, as

in [21], we employ the QPPs to capture the retrieval effectiveness of the top-ranked

documents (in the candidate set) for each aspect. However, different from the work of

[21], we do not directly employ the estimates of a single QPP as the aspect importance

values, but instead learn a model to combine the estimates of several QPPs5.

5 Note that the combination of QPPs has been explored independently in earlier works [60], but we are not
aware of any application in the context of result diversification for aspect ranking.
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Figure 3.2: Percentage of aspects (y-axis) with a given number of relevant documents

(x-axis) in the candidate document sets (BM25 and TREC runs) for 198 queries.

Formally, following the notations in the previous section, we again obtain the re-

rankings Dn
ai

of the candidate set D for each aspect ai of a query q. For each such

ranking, we compute the QPPs described in Section 3.3.2, namely, WIG, NQC, Sco-

reAvg, ScoreDev, ScoreRatio, VScoreAvg, VScoreFirst, maxSCQ, and σ1. As the

target label for each aspect, we calculate the well-known Precision metric over Dn
ai

,

as follows:

Precisionai,D =
|Dn

ai
∩Relai |
n

(3.19)

where n (≤ N ) is the size of the ranking for ai and Relai is the set of documents

judged relevant for the aspect ai of the given query. Note that such a target label is

an approximation, i.e., it is not guaranteed that using the target value as the aspect

importance would maximize the diversification performance. However, the other al-

ternative, trying all importance values (within a given range) for all aspects is pro-

hibitively expensive, especially for queries with more than a few aspects. Hence, we

opt to employ Equation (3.19) as a proxy for the aspect importance to be predicted.

These training instances are then fed to a LTR algorithm to learn a ranker for aspects.

During testing, once we obtain a ranking of aspects for a given query, we apply a

simple procedure to map the ranks to actual importance values. We assign an aspect
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Figure 3.3: AspectRanker framework to obtain a diversified ranking with a typical

LTR algorithm.

the importance value that is inversely proportional to its rank, i.e., for m aspects, the

top-ranked one has the importance value m and the last one has 1. Note that one

could also train a model, say using regression, to predict the Precisionai,D value di-

rectly, but as discussed above, the target value in the model is a proxy for the actual

aspect importance and hence, ranking aspects may produce more generalizable re-

sults than trying to predict an exact importance value. In our reported evaluation, we

show that such an approximation yields indeed a very good performance. Finally, we

use the estimated aspect importance values (after sum normalization) in an explicit

diversification method to obtain a diversified ranking for a test query. The overall

AspectRanker framework is presented in Figure 3.3.

3.4.3 The LmDiv Framework

Our third research question, RQ3 raised in Section 3.1, is addressed in this section.

We tailor the LambdaMerge approach [1] to search result diversification casting the

diversification problem as a fusion task, namely, the supervised merging of rankings

per query aspect. In one sense, this approach brings together the previous two frame-

works, as the model is based on the features that capture document-aspect relevance
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Figure 3.4: The architecture of LmDiv (based on [1]).

as well as those that capture the importance of each aspect. Similar to LambdaMerge

(reviewed in Section 3.3.4), our LmDiv framework simultaneously trains two neural

networks, a scoring network that creates a score for each document-aspect pair, and a

gating network that generates an importance value for each aspect (Figure 3.4). The

final score of a document is the weighted sum of the document-aspect scores with the

corresponding aspect importance values, computed as follows:

score(d) =
∑
ai∈A

ψaih(fd,ai , γ) (3.20)

ψai = softmax(zai , δ) for ai ∈ A. (3.21)

where ai is a query aspect, ψ is the aspect importance, which is computed by Equa-

tion (3.21), γ and δ are the weight matrices and h() is the scoring neural network. In

the following, we describe fd,ai , the feature vector of document d for aspect ai, and

zai , the feature vector of aspect ai, in detail.

Different from the LTRDiv framework, in this case, the feature vectors (fd,ai) are

created for each 〈d, ai〉 pair where d ∈ D, and ai ∈ A for a given query. Note that,

in this case, we treat the original query q as an aspect and create all these features for

q, as well. As before, Dn
ai

denotes a ranking of candidate documents w.r.t. ai. Then,

following the practice in [1], we compute the following features for 〈d, ai〉:
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• s(d, ai): The raw relevance score of the document d for ai

• r(d, ai): The rank of the document d in Dn
ai

• SumNormScore: The relevance score s(d, ai) after applying sum normalization

over all d ∈ Dn
ai

• VirtualNormScore: The relevance score after applying virtual normalization

(see Section 3.3.2 for the description of VScoreAvg [21]).

• StandardScore: The relevance score after applying z-score normalization.

• IsInTop: A binary indicator denoting whether the document is inDn
ai

(i.e., when

n < N , some candidate documents would not appear among the top-ranked

documents for ai).

For the gating network, we again represent each aspect ai using a feature vector, zai ,

based on QPP scores over Dn
ai

, namely, WIG, NQC, ScoreAvg, ScoreDev, ScoreRa-

tio, VScoreAvg, VScoreFirst, maxSCQ, and σ1, as in the previous section. Hence, the

network would learn the aspect importance values, which reflect the quality of each

aspect’s representation in the candidate result set.

During training, for each candidate document and aspect pair (d, ai), the feature vec-

tors fd,ai and zai , are obtained and fed simultaneously to the scoring and gating net-

works, respectively, for each aspect ai of the query; and their results are combined

to obtain the final document score using Equation (3.20). Once all documents for a

query are scored, the LambdaRank gradients of the objective function is computed

for the back-propagation.

The original LambdaMerge method aims to optimize the nDCG metric, as shown

in Equation (3.13), where the ground truth is simply based on the query-document

relevance judgments. In this work, we define a different representation of the ground

truth that is more appropriate for the diversification task. As in Section 3.4.1, for

each document, we use the number of covered aspects as its target label. In this case,

the Υd>i parameter in Equation (3.13) returns 1 when a document d is relevant to a

larger number of aspects than document i. Note that, such a formulation would learn

a model to generate rankings in descending order of the number of covered aspects
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per document, as in the case of the LTRDiv framework, albeit using different features

for the documents and aspects, and a neural network model optimizing a list-wise

metric, i.e., nDCG. In this sense, LMDiv is also a coverage-based approach w.r.t. the

categorization in [80].

As a further extension, we modify Equation (3.13) to allow direct optimization of

a metric specifically proposed for evaluating diversity, namely, nDCG-IA [4]. In

our adaptation, we compute the impact of swapping two documents for each aspect,

separately, and then average over the aspects, as follows:

∂O

∂scored
=

∑
a

Pr(a|q)
∑
i

| ∆di | (Υd>i − 1/(1 + escorei−scored)) (3.22)

In Equation (3.22), Pr(a|q) denotes the aspect importance in the ground truth (if avail-

able), i indicates every document in the ranking, | ∆di | is the difference value in the

nDCG metric when documents i and d are swapped in the ranking, and Υd>i is an

indicator that shows which document is more relevant (to an aspect a) according to

the relevance judgements (which may be binary or graded). It is 1 if the document

d is more relevant than i, and 0 otherwise. Finally note that, any target metric used

in this context must be consistent [89], i.e. an improving swap (where a document

with a higher label moves above one with a lesser label) must result in a positive or 0

change in the metric. nDCG-IA is also usable as the training objective for LmDiv, as

it reduces to nDCG per aspect (captured in the inner summation of Equation (3.22))

and nDCG is known to be consistent (e.g., [89]).

3.5 Experimental Setup

Dataset and runs. We employ query (topic) sets that have been developed for the

the Diversity Task of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) Web Track between

2009 and 2012. Each set includes 50 queries (except for 2010, which has 48) along

with their aspects and relevance judgments at the query and aspect levels. The can-

didate sets (i.e., the initial retrieval results per query, or shortly, run) are obtained

over the ClueWeb09 Category B dataset, which consists of about 50 million English
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web pages [18]. For all diversification methods (those proposed and the baselines),

we employ the official query aspects to isolate the evaluation of the diversification

method from that of the aspect inference stage (as in several previous works, such

as [15, 42, 22]).

We present the performance of the proposed frameworks on two types of runs. BM25

runs are obtained by processing each query over the collection using our own re-

trieval system implementing the traditional BM25 model. We opt for BM25 because

it is still the most widely used IR model in practical settings, (e.g., as a ranking feature

in Yahoo [90]), and it does not require additional features (as in the LTR algorithms),

enabling others to replicate our experiments. The parameters of BM25, namely k1

and b, are set experimentally to 1.2 and 0.5, respectively. The documents with a spam

percentile-score of 60 or lower according to the Waterloo Spam Rankings 6 are elim-

inated from the results, following [91]. We retrieve the top-100 documents for each

query as the candidate set (i.e., N=100). Whenever needed, we apply sum normal-

ization over the BM25 scores.

To be able to evaluate the diversification performance when the initial retrieval stage

employs more sophisticated approaches beyond BM25, we also select the best runs

submitted to previous TREC campaigns, which we refer to as TREC runs. While

doing so, we only consider runs submitted to the ad hoc track (i.e., without any di-

versification method applied) over the ClueWeb09 Category B collection (following

the practice in [92, 93]). The best performing run is the one that yielded the highest

α-nDCG@20 score for a given year. The ids of the selected runs for each year are as

follows: Ucdsiftinter (2009), uogTrB67 (2010), Srchvrs11b (2011) and Qutparabline

(2012). As in the previous case, we focus on the top-100 results from each run for

diversification.

Note that, for the TREC runs, we do not have access to the retrieval methods em-

ployed to generate each of these runs. Therefore, for s(d, q), i.e., the relevance score

of a candidate document d for the main query q, we employ the score provided in

the corresponding run (after normalization). To compute s(d, ai), the relevance of a

document to an aspect ai, we use BM25, following the practice in [92, 93].

6 http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/gvcormac/clueweb09spam/
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LTR algorithms. For the LTRDiv and AspectRanker frameworks, we experiment

with two LTR algoritms, namely, SVMRank7 and Random Forests (RF). The former

is a well-known pairwise LTR algorithm that optimizes the pairwise-loss over the

training instances. We choose the second algorithm, RF, as a representative for the

RankLib software package8, as it has been shown to be the best LTR method among

various competitors in a recent study [94]. Our preliminary experiments also revealed

that it is the best performing RankLib method in our setting.

Setup for the supervised learning frameworks. For all supervised methods, we

apply 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance. For LTRDiv, we train the

LTR algorithms using the top-100 candidate documents for the training queries. In

AspectRanker, we calculate the aspect features (i.e., QPPs) using the top-20 docu-

ments of the re-rankings, i.e., set n = 20 for Dn
q (since [21] suggested that consid-

ering only the top-ranked documents is adequate to determine the aspect representa-

tion quality in the candidate set). The diversification stage in AspectRanker employs

xQuAD [15], which is applied again over a candidate set of 100 documents. Finally,

the LmDiv framework is trained with the re-rankings of the top-25 candidate docu-

ments per query aspect.

For the shallow version of the LmDiv framework, we train a fully connected two-

layer neural network with four neurons in the hidden layer and a linear combination

function as the output, as in [1]. The multi-layer version (referred to as deep following

[62]) employs four hidden layers, each with fifteen neurons. Both neural networks are

trained by stochastic gradient descent. In our preliminary experiments, the number

of epochs and learning rate are determined as 25 and 5·10−3, respectively, over the

BM25 run for the TREC 2010 topic set, and the same values are employed for all

the other runs and topic sets. We supply the training queries in a random order for

each epoch. We batch the parameter updates by query for faster training as in [84].

The neural networks optimize the nDCG and nDCG-IA metrics, as discussed in Sec-

tion 3.4.3.

Baselines. In addition to reporting performance for the non-diversified (NonDiv)

ranking, we apply two strong baselines. First, we use xQuAD with uniform aspect

7 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html
8 https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
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importance values9 (as commonly employed in the literature [15, 42, 22]. Secondly,

we employ an xQuAD variant where the aspect importance values are based on the es-

timations of a single QPP. In particular, we use the variant that employs the ScoreRa-

tio predictor (see Section 3.3.2), as it is found to be the best-performing one in [21].

We refer to the latter baseline as xQuADSR. For both of these baselines, the prob-

abilities Pr(d|q) and Pr(d|a) are based on the respective sum-normalized relevance

scores s(d, q) and s(d, a), of which computations are specified where the BM25 and

TREC runs are described; and the trade-off parameter λ is determined using a 5-fold

cross-validation.

Evaluation. We report results in terms of the widely used diversification metrics

(see [6] for an overview), namely, ERR-IA [19], α-nDCG [20], Precision-IA [4], ST-

recall [36], and MAP-IA [4], at the cut-off value of 20. Furthermore, we provide a

more detailed picture for the α-nDCG metric at different cut-off values (2, 10 and

20), since this metric is capable of assessing both diversity and novelty in the results.

Note that while certain methods try to learn and exploit aspect importance during

the diversification stage, the evaluation stage assumes that all aspects are equally

important, which is the common practice in the literature. All metrics are computed

using the ndeval software10. We use the Student’s two-tailed paired t-test (at 95%

confidence level) for analyzing statistical significance.

3.6 Experimental Results

In this section, we first provide the evaluation results for all three frameworks using

the BM25 runs. Next, for the best performing framework, LmDiv, we provide further

results using the TREC runs.

9 Note that, in our preliminary experiments, we also employed an alternative, popularity-based importance
values (computed using the estimated number of results for each aspect from a major search engine) as in [15],
and verified that uniform values yield superior results.

10 http://trec.nist.gov/data/web10.html
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Table 3.2: Diversification performance of the LTRDiv framework for the BM25 runs

(over TREC 2009-2012 topic sets). The superscripts with (†) and (∗) denote a sta-

tistically significant difference from NonDiv and xQuAD at 0.05 level, respectively.

For LTRDiv variants, % gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are shown in parentheses.

BM25 Runs

Method ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20 MAP-IA@20

NonDiv 0.2626 0.3567 0.1558 0.5705 0.0351

xQuAD 0.3061 0.4089 0.1751 0.6199 0.0447

xQuADSR 0.3309 0.4294 0.1813 0.6211 0.0462

LTRDivSVM 0.3188†(-3.7%) 0.4183†(-2.6%) 0.1908†,∗(5.2%) 0.6146(-1.0%) 0.0491†,∗(6.3%)

LTRDivRF 0.2984†(-9.8%) 0.4020†(-6.4%) 0.1812†(-0.1%) 0.6168(-0.7%) 0.0430†(-6.9%)

3.6.1 Diversification Performance of Supervised Learning for the BM25 Runs

LTRDiv Framework. We begin with presenting the performance of our first frame-

work, LTRDiv, presented in Section 3.4.1. Table 3.2 reports the performance of LTR-

Div with two typical LTR algorithms, i.e., SVMRank and RF, in terms of diversity-

aware metrics. As a first observation, we see that LTRDiv provides a notable im-

provement over the non-diversified BM25 baseline for all metrics. For instance, while

NonDiv yields an α-nDCG score of 0.3567, LTRDiv with SVMRank yields 0.4183

and with RF it yields 0.4020.

For the majority of metrics, we observe that using SVMRank in LTRDiv is better than

using RF. LTRDiv with SVMRank also outperforms the xQuAD baseline for all met-

rics except ST-recall, and performs better than the most-effective baseline, xQuADSR,

for the P-IA and MAP-IA metrics. In the latter case, the improvements w.r.t. P-IA and

MAP-IA metrics reach up to 5.2% and 6.3%, respectively, over xQuADSR. In short,

we conclude that LTRDiv is better than NonDiv and a strong diversification baseline,

xQuAD; but it can beat the strongest baseline, xQuADSR, for only two of the eval-

uation metrics. These results indicate that taking the aspect importance values into

account is important for diversification (as the most effective approach in Table 3.2,

xQuADSR, employs the ScoreRatio predictor for this purpose), and justify our mo-
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tivation for the AspectRanker and LmDiv frameworks, both of which aim to predict

such importance values via supervised learning.

AspectRanker Framework. Table 3.3 presents the performance of our second frame-

work, AspectRanker, where our goal is to predict the aspect importance values to

be used in a traditional (unsupervised) diversification algorithm, namely, xQuAD.

Again, we employ the SMVRank and RF algorithms with AspectRanker. Our find-

ings show that AspectRanker, with any of these LTR algorithms, outperforms (sig-

nificantly) both the NonDiv and xQuAD baselines for all metrics (yielding relative

gains of up to 26% (0.2626→ 0.3308) and 8% (0.3061→ 0.3308), over NonDiv and

xQuAD, respectively, for ERR-IA). We also observe that employing SVMRank in

AspectRanker yields a better performance than employing RF, for most of the met-

rics. More crucially, AspectRanker (with SVMRank or RF) can also beat the strongest

baseline, xQuADSR. Specifically, AspectRanker (with SVMRank) yields relative im-

provements of 0.8%, (0.4294→ 0.4328), 2%, (0.1813→ 0.1849), and 1.7%, (0.6211

→ 0.6314) and 4.3% (0.0462 → 0.0482) for α-nDCG, P-IA, ST-Recall and MAP-

IA metrics, respectively, in comparison to xQuADSR. These findings indicate that

the supervised learning of aspect importance values provides higher performance im-

provements to the xQuAD method, in comparison to estimating these importance

values using a single estimator, as in xQuADSR.

LmDiv Framework. In our last framework, LmDiv, we evaluate the impact of exploit-

ing supervised learning for both determining the aspect importance values and gener-

ating the final document scores for ranking, simultaneously. In Table 3.4, we report

the diversification performance of deep and shallow neural network architectures (de-

scribed in the experimental setup), referred to as LmDiv-Shallow and LmDiv-Deep,

respectively. Note that we experimented with optimizing both of the nDCG & nDCG-

IA metrics (as discussed in Section 3.4.3) for both cases; and found out that the results

with the former metric are slightly better. As a consequence, we only report the latter

results for the sake of brevity.

Table 3.4 shows that LmDiv-Shallow outperforms the baselines for all metrics but

MAP-IA (for which the same score is obtained as xQuADSR), albeit with relative im-

provements less than 2%. LmDiv-Deep is not as effective as the diversification base-
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Table 3.3: Diversification performance of the AspectRanker framework for the BM25

runs (over TREC 2009-2012 topic sets). The superscripts with (†) and (∗) denote a

statistically significant difference from NonDiv and xQuAD at 0.05 level, respec-

tively. For the AspectRanker variants, % gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are shown in paren-

theses.

BM25 Runs

Method ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20 MAP-IA@20

NonDiv 0.2626 0.3567 0.1558 0.5705 0.0351

xQuAD 0.3061 0.4089 0.1751 0.6199 0.0447

xQuADSR 0.3309 0.4294 0.1813 0.6211 0.0462

AspectRankerSVM 0.3308†,∗(0.0%) 0.4328†,∗(0.8%) 0.1849†,∗(2.0%) 0.6314†(1.7%) 0.0482†,∗(4.3%)

AspectRankerRF 0.3297†,∗(-0.4%) 0.4320†,∗(0.6%) 0.1852†,∗(2.2%) 0.6290†(1.3%) 0.0470†(1.7)%

Table 3.4: Diversification performance of the LmDiv framework for the BM25 runs

(over TREC 2009-2012 topic sets). The superscripts with (†) and (∗) denote a sta-

tistically significant difference from NonDiv and xQuAD at 0.05 level, respectively.

For the LmDiv-S (Shallow) and LmDiv-D (Deep) variants, % gains w.r.t. xQuADSR

are shown in parentheses.

BM25 Runs

Method ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20 MAP-IA@20

NonDiv 0.2626 0.3567 0.1558 0.5705 0.0351

xQuAD 0.3061 0.4089 0.1751 0.6199 0.0447

xQuADSR 0.3309 0.4294 0.1813 0.6211 0.0462

LmDiv-S 0.3344†,∗(1.1%) 0.4358†,∗(1.5%) 0.1845†,∗(1.8%) 0.6226†(0.2%) 0.0462†(0.0%)

LmDiv-D 0.3454†,∗(4.4%) 0.4410†,∗(2.7%) 0.1748†(-3.6%) 0.6250†(0.6%) 0.0442†(-4.3%)

lines for P-IA and MAP-IA, but yields the highest scores for the ERR-IA, α-nDCG

and ST-Recall metrics; providing relative improvements of 12.8%, 7.8%, 0.8% over

xQuAD, and 4.4%, (0.3309→ 0.3454), 2.7%, (0.4294→ 0.4410), 0.6%, (0.6211→
0.6250) over xQuADSR, respectively. Note that the gains of the LmDiv-Deep method

over xQuAD (and also over NonDiv) are statistically significant. In comparison to
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xQuADSR, the gains are not identified as significant using a paired t-test, yet they are

still numerically impressive, i.e., up to 4.4%.

We also note that the LmDiv-Deep approach is the overall winner for the ERR-IA

and α-nDCG metrics (cf. Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). These two metrics address both the

diversity and novelty of a ranking (as they have the diminishing return property, i.e.,

submodularity) and hence, they are seen as a better fit for assessing diversification

effectiveness [87]. Therefore, in what follows, we choose to provide results for α-

nDCG, as a representative for the family of submodular metrics – which are used

extensively in earlier works as well as in the Diversity Task of the TREC campaigns

– at additional cut-off values for further insights.

Table 3.5 demonstrates the diversification performance of the LmDiv-Shallow and

LmDiv-Deep methods for the α-nDCG evaluation metric at cut-off values of 2, 10

and 20 (the last column is repeated from Table 3.4 to facilitate comparisons). We see

that both versions of LmDiv (i.e. Shallow or Deep) in Table 3.5 outperform xQuAD

and xQuADSR at all rank cut-off values. In particular, LmDiv-Deep achieves the

best performance and provides a relative improvement of 7.2%, (0.3444→ 0.3693),

3.2%, (0.3997→ 0.4125) and 2.7% (0.4294→ 0.4410) for α-nDCG@2, 10, and 20,

respectively, over the strongest baseline, xQuADSR.

Next, we provide a gain/loss analysis to identify under what circumstances the Lm-

Div approach is more useful, i.e., provides gains over the baselines xQuAD and

xQuADSR. To this end, since LmDiv aims to learn aspect importance values based

on the evidence in the candidate document setD, we partition the query set according

to the coverage of aspects there, as in [42]. Specifically, we compute the ST-Recall

scores over the BM25 runs (for our 198 queries), and split them into two groups, i.e.,

the queries for which the candidate set covered more than 50% of their aspects, and

those covering less than 50%.

In the top two rows of Table 3.6, for each of these ST-Recall ranges, we present the

percentage of queries that LmDiv (Shallow or Deep version) helps and hurts (shown

as “Impr. Q.”and “Hurt Q.”, respectively), in terms of the α-nDCG scores, with re-

spect to our first baseline, xQuAD. For each group of queries, we also present the

overall improvement of the α-nDCG score, again over xQuAD (i.e., to show the total
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Table 3.5: Diversification performance (at different rank cut-off values) of the LmDiv

framework for the BM25 runs (over TREC 2009-2012 topic sets). The superscripts

with (†) and (∗) denote a statistically significant difference from NonDiv and xQuAD

at 0.05 level, respectively. For the LmDiv variants, % gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are shown

in parentheses.

BM25 Runs

Method α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@10 α-nDCG@20

NonDiv 0.2563 0.3214 0.3566

xQuAD 0.3117 0.3776 0.4089

xQuADSR 0.3444 0.3997 0.4294

LmDiv-S 0.3484†,∗(1.2%) 0.4067†,∗(1.7%) 0.4358†,∗(1.5%)

LmDiv-D 0.3693†,∗(7.2%) 0.4125†,∗(3.2%) 0.4410†,∗(2.7%)

Table 3.6: The percentage of queries improved and hurt (in terms of α-nDCG) by the

LmDiv variants over the baselines, xQuAD and xQuADSR, when queries are grouped

by ST-Recall of the initially retrieved documents (BM25 runs over TREC 2009-2012

topics). The Score Impr. column presents the relative α-nDCG score improvement

w.r.t. the corresponding baseline.

ST-Recall ranges [0-0.5) [0.5, 1]

No of queries 65 133

Impr. Q Hurt Q Score Impr. Impr. Q Hurt Q Score Impr.

LmDiv-S vs. xQuAD 32.31% 27.69% 5.14% 62.41% 34.59% 6.81%

LmDiv-D vs. xQuAD 30.77% 30.77% 2.85% 63.16% 34.59% 8.64%

LmDiv-S vs. xQuADSR 32.31% 27.69% 2.85% 52.63% 45.86% 1.27%

LmDiv-D vs. xQuADSR 26.15% 33.85% 0.61% 54.89% 42.86% 3.01%

effect of the improved and hurt queries on the performance).

Our results show that, generally, a larger percentage of queries are improved than be-

ing hurt by LmDiv. We further observe that the percentages of both improved and hurt
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queries increase as the ST-Recall goes up. However, the increase for the improved

queries is much higher, i.e., using our best performing LmDiv-Deep approach, the

percentage of improved queries against xQuAD goes from 30.77% to 63.16% (more

than doubled), while the percentage of hurt queries shows a small increase (from

30.77% to 34.59%). We also observe that for the queries with higher ST-recall, the

score gains are higher (e.g., again for LmDiv-Deep, the relative score improvements

against xQuAD is 2.85% for low-recall queries and 8.64% for high-recall queries).

These findings indicate that the LmDiv approach is more useful when the candidate

result set covers a reasonable number of query aspects.

In Table 3.6, the bottom two rows present a similar analysis against xQuADSR. Since

the latter is a stronger baseline, the percentage of improved queries is lower for both

query groups (in comparison to the xQuAD case), but the trend is similar, i.e., for

LmDiv-Deep, the percentage of improved queries is again more than doubled (from

26.15% to 54.89%) comparing the low- and high-recall ranges.

Another question we seek to answer in this section is the impact of QPPs in the trained

models, since several QPPs are employed as features to represent the aspects for the

gating network component of the LmDiv framework (Figure 3.4). In Table 3.7, we

present the QPP features’ weights in the best-performing LmDiv model trained for

our BM25 run (over TREC 2009-2012 topics). As we have applied a 5-fold CV

during training, for each year’s query set, a feature’s weight is the average weight

over those obtained from the LmDiv models built for five different training folds. We

also provide the overall average weight of a feature (over these 4 query sets) in the

last column of the table.

Table 3.7 reveals that all features are likely to contribute positively in most of the

cases. Specifically, the last two post-retrieval features, VScoreAvg and VScoreFirst,

are consistently weighted higher, implying that they are more useful for the LmDiv

models. Having said that, we also observe that the other features are found to be

useful, and even the features that have negative weights on the average (maxSCQ and

NQC) have positive weights for certain query sets. For this reason (and due to the

fact that our models indeed have a moderate number of features, in comparison to the

LTR models, which include hundreds of features), we prefer to keep all of them in
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Table 3.7: The weights of QPP features in the LmDiv framework for the BM25 runs

(over TREC 2009-2012 topic sets).

QPP Feature 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average

maxSCQ -0.046 0.040 -0.062 0.003 -0.016

sigma 0.037 0.315 -0.083 0.173 0.111

WIG 0.362 0.414 0.145 -0.213 0.177

NQC -0.116 -0.064 -0.003 0.062 -0.030

ScoreAvg -0.031 -0.062 -0.014 0.200 0.023

ScoreDev 0.290 -0.046 0.033 0.315 0.148

ScoreRatio -0.045 0.104 -0.056 0.083 0.021

VScoreAvg 0.373 0.274 0.100 0.307 0.263

VScoreFirst 0.440 0.401 0.213 0.260 0.328

our models. Note that this choice does not incur a significant efficiency overhead for

diversification during the run-time, as we discuss next.

While our results up to this point demonstrate the superiority of the LmDiv framework

in terms of diversification effectiveness, as we aim to propose approaches that are

applicable in practical scenarios, we also provide a comparison of the algorithmic

complexity of LmDiv and the baseline xQuAD approach.

To begin with, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, xQuAD constructs the final top-k rank-

ing iteratively, by selecting the document that maximizes Equation (3.1), which is

computed for each document in the candidate set D in each iteration. Hence, the

complexity of xQuAD is O(Nk), where N = |D|.

For the LmDiv framework, during diversification, the first step is preparing the fea-

ture vectors over the candidate set, which requires computing the QPP features. At

this point, we would like to emphasize that xQuAD (like many other unsupervised

methods, such as IA-Select, PM2, etc.) computes each candidate document’s rel-

evance score for each aspect (i.e., s(dj, ai)), hence the overhead of computing the

post-retrieval QPPs (in comparison to xQuAD) is very low, and essentially amounts

to obtaining the top-n ranking Dn
ai

of these documents for each aspect (note that, as
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n ≈ k in our setup, we use k for simplicity in this analysis). Since k is smaller than

N (by an order of magnitude, in some cases), we can obtain the rankings Dk
ai

effi-

ciently, by extracting the top-k documents of an aspect in O(k logN) time using a

size-N max-heap. Thus, the complexity of generating aspect rankings (to compute

QPP features) for |A| aspects is O(|A|k logN). During the final score computa-

tion, LmDiv takes the feature vectors generated for each document and aspect pair

as the input, implying O(N |A|) time complexity. Thus, the overall complexity of

LmDiv isO(N |A|)+O(|A|k logN); which is comparable to and even better than that

of xQuAD, for practical values of N (between 50 and 1000), |A| (at most 10) and k

(at most 20), as also employed in the literature. In our experiments, we also observed

that the run-time processing efficiency of LmDiv is better than that of xQuAD.

To summarize, our findings in this section indicate that learning a model for obtaining

aspect importance values and scoring documents, simultaneously, is the most effec-

tive approach (especially, in terms of the ERR-IA and α-nDCG metrics addressing

both diversity and novelty) for applying supervised learning in explicit search re-

sult diversification. Furthermore, as reported in other scenarios [62], a deeper neural

network (i.e., with a larger number of hidden layers) is likely to yield a better perfor-

mance than a shallow one. Overall, we conclude that our best-performing framework,

LmDiv, is both effective and efficient for diversification.

3.6.2 Diversification Performance of the LmDiv Framework for the TREC Runs

To demonstrate the robustness of the best-performing framework, namely, LmDiv, we

conduct additional experiments. To this end, we use the submitted runs that exhibit

the highest α-nDCG@20 score in the ad hoc retrieval track of TREC between 2009

and 2012. Note that since these runs are not diversified, they can safely serve as the

candidate sets (generated with various ranking methods beyond BM25), following

the practice in [92, 93].

In Table 3.8, we present the effectiveness of the LmDiv framework against the base-

lines by averaging the metric scores over the four different TREC runs (listed in Sec-

tion 3.5). We observe that both LmDiv versions outperform all the baselines for the

ERR-IA and α-nDCG metrics, while their performance is inferior to the strongest
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Table 3.8: Diversification performance of the LmDiv framework for the TREC Runs

(averaged over the four best-performing runs corresponding to TREC submissions be-

tween 2009-2012). The superscripts with (†), (∗), (‡) denote a statistically significant

difference from NonDiv, xQuAD, xQuADSR at 0.05 level, respectively.

TREC Runs

Method ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20 MAP-IA@20

NonDiv 0.3380 0.4452 0.1868 0.6564 0.0416

xQuAD 0.3709 0.4829 0.2091 0.6886 0.0511

xQuADSR 0.3851 0.4936 0.2137 0.6879 0.0528

LmDiv-S 0.3950†,∗(2.6%) 0.5018†,∗(1.7%) 0.2126†(-0.5%) 0.6850†(-0.4%) 0.0522†(-1.1%)

LmDiv-D 0.3913†,∗(1.6%) 0.5041†,∗(2.1%) 0.2040†(-4.5%) 0.7086†,‡(3.0%) 0.0517†(-2.1%)

baseline, xQuADSR, for P-IA and MAP-IA (but again, better than NonDiv and/or

xQuAD). In this case, there is no clear winner between the two LmDiv versions, yet

LmDiv-Deep yields the highest relative improvements for the α-nDCG and ST-Recall

metrics.

Next, as in the previous section, we focus on the α-nDCG metric at different rank

cut-offs, and present results for each of the selected TREC runs in Tables 3.9-3.12.

Table 3.9 presents the diversification performance of LmDiv for the best-performing

TREC 2009 run (Ucdsiftinter). In this case, LmDiv-Deep yields the highest scores for

the top-10 and top-20 results, and again provides gains that reach up to 37% (0.2061

→ 0.2816), 12% (0.2519→ 0.2816), 6.9% (0.2888→ 0.3086) over NonDiv, xQuAD

and xQuADSR, respectively.

In Table 3.10, we report the results for uogTrB67 from TREC 2010. The findings in

this case are slightly different in that LmDiv-Shallow outperforms its Deep version.

In particular, LmDiv-Shallow provides a relative improvement of 8.1%, 2.5% and

1.9% over xQuADSR, for cut-off values 2, 10 and 20, respectively. Nevertheless, both

LmDiv approaches still outperform all the baselines for almost all cut-off values.

In Tables 3.11 and 3.12, we present our findings for the TREC 2011 and 2012 runs
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Table 3.9: Diversification performance of the LmDiv framework for the best-

performing TREC 2009 run, Ucdsiftinter. The superscripts with (†) denote a sta-

tistically significant difference from NonDiv at 0.05 level. For the LmDiv variants, %

gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are in parentheses.

TREC 2009 Run (Ucdsiftinter)

Method α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@10 α-nDCG@20

NonDiv 0.2061 0.2534 0.2802

xQuAD 0.2519 0.2810 0.3010

xQuADSR 0.2833 0.2888 0.3116

LmDiv-S 0.2996†(5.7%) 0.2983†(3.3%) 0.3209†(3.0%)

LmDiv-D 0.2816†(-0.6%) 0.3086†(6.9%) 0.3265†(4.8%)

Table 3.10: Diversification performance of the LmDiv framework for the best-

performing TREC 2010 run, uogTrB67. The superscripts with (†) denote a statis-

tically significant difference from NonDiv at 0.05 level. For the LmDiv variants, %

gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are in parentheses.

TREC 2010 Run (uogTrB67)

Method α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@10 α-nDCG@20

NonDiv 0.3378 0.3717 0.4178

xQuAD 0.3400 0.4146 0.4584

xQuADSR 0.3682 0.4325 0.4734

LmDiv-S 0.3979(8.1%) 0.4434†(2.5%) 0.4822†(1.9%)

LmDiv-D 0.3714(0.9%) 0.4359†(0.8%) 0.4754†(0.4%)

(with ids Srchvrs11b and Qutparabline, respectively). LmDiv-Deep is again the

best-performing approach for diversification of both of these runs. According to Ta-

ble 3.11, LmDiv-Deep provides relative gains of 11.6%, 4.3%, 4.1% over xQuADSR,

for cut-off values 2, 10 and 20, respectively. Table 3.12 also reveals improvements,

reaching up to 1.42% over xQuADSR.
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Table 3.11: Diversification performance of the LmDiv framework for the best-

performing TREC 2011 run, Srchvrs11b. The superscripts with (†) and (∗) denote

a statistically significant difference from NonDiv and xQuAD at 0.05 level, respec-

tively. For the LmDiv variants, % gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are presented in parentheses.

TREC 2011 Run (Srchvrs11b)

Method α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@10 α-nDCG@20

NonDiv 0.4356 0.5312 0.5546

xQuAD 0.4630 0.5510 0.5747

xQuADSR 0.4657 0.5606 0.5872

LmDiv-S 0.5101∗(9.5%) 0.5715(1.9%) 0.6033∗(2.7%)

LmDiv-D 0.5198(11.6%) 0.5848†(4.3%) 0.6111†,∗(4.1%)

Table 3.12: Diversification performance of the LmDiv framework for the best-

performing TREC 2012 run, Qutparabline. The superscripts with (†) denote a sta-

tistically significant difference from NonDiv at 0.05 level. For the LmDiv variants, %

gains w.r.t. xQuADSR are in parentheses.

TREC 2012 Run (Qutparabline)

Method α-nDCG@2 α-nDCG@10 α-nDCG@20

NonDiv 0.4013 0.4943 0.5269

xQuAD 0.5011 0.5710 0.5963

xQuADSR 0.4971 0.5680 0.6014

LmDiv-S 0.5021†(1.0%) 0.5744†(1.1%) 0.6001†(-0.2%)

LmDiv-D 0.5024†(1.1%) 0.5761†(1.4%) 0.6022†(0.1%)

Our findings in this section are important. In earlier works [92, 93], it has been

shown that providing an impressive diversification performance is more challenging

when the initial retrieval results (i.e., NonDiv) are produced via sophisticated meth-

ods. Contrary to this, here we demonstrate that the LmDiv framework considerably

improves the diversification performance (especially for the ERR-IA and α-nDCG
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metrics) over strong baselines (improvements being statistically significant for Non-

Div and/or xQuAD) and using the best-performing ad hoc runs from different years

and research groups. Therefore, the findings in this section justify our goal of employ-

ing supervised learning in explicit diversification, and further reveal that a particular

framework, LmDiv, is the most effective and robust approach to achieve this goal.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we sought an answer to the following key question: How can we

exploit supervised learning methods to improve the effectiveness of explicit search

result diversification? We identified three directions to achieve this goal, leading to

three frameworks leveraging supervised learning with different features and goals. In

the LTRDiv framework, we formulated the diversification problem as that of learning

a ranking model, which is based on the aggregated relevance of each document to

all aspects of a given query, and used well-known LTR algorithms, such as SVM-

Rank and Random Forests. In our second framework, AspectRanker, we addressed a

critical sub-task for result diversification and trained models (using various query per-

formance predictors as features) to predict the importance of each query aspect. Then,

these predicted values are exploited by a traditional (unsupervised) explicit diversi-

fication method. Finally, in the LmDiv framework, we adapted the LambdaMerge

approach [1] for the supervised merging of rankings per query aspect. Our exhaustive

experiments over the standard TREC diversification topic sets (between 2009-2012)

and using initial retrieval results generated by our group and other TREC participants

justified the necessity and success of using supervised learning in this context. All

three frameworks provided impressive improvements over the baselines.
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CHAPTER 4

DIVERSIFICATION BASED STATIC INDEX PRUNING

In this chapter, we turn our attention to static index pruning, which aims to remove

redundant parts of an index, and examine static index pruning from the diversifica-

tion perspective. We focus on that how static index pruning affects diversification

performance and how we can improve diversification effectiveness while pruning.

This chapter is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide the motivation

for our work. In Section 4.2, we review the earlier works in the context of static index

pruning. Then, we introduce our diversification-based static index pruning strate-

gies. The experimental setup and results are presented in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5,

respectively. We conclude this chapter in Section 4.6.

4.1 Introduction

IR deals with returning a ranked document list with respect to the relevance of docu-

ments from within large collections aiming to fulfill the information need expressed

by the user as a query [2]. The challenge of finding such a list across massive amounts

of documents is mainly accomplished by using an inverted index in IR systems. An

inverted index is a data structure that correlates index terms and documents with their

occurrence. An example of an inverted index is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Index terms are referred as dictionary (a.k.a lexicon or vocabulary). Each term has a

list, called a postings list, which comprises of a document id the term has appeared

in, and a payload that contains information about term occurrences such as term fre-

quency, position of every occurrence of the term in the document, etc. [95].
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Figure 4.1: Inverted Index

For small collections, memory may hold the entire inverted index, but for large col-

lections (such as WWW), memory would be inadequate to fit it all, so inverted index

resides on disk [96]. The more the size of inverted index increases, the more storage

overhead increases. Since IR systems have to respond hundreds of millions of search

queries per day, they need to be efficient to keep low response times. The efficiency

of the retrieval system is attached to query processing performance. The amount of

disk accesses while processing a query (i.e., getting postings list from the disk for

each term) is vital affecting the query response time directly.

As the growth in the number of documents elongates the postings list to be processed,

even it can reach hundreds of MBs or even GBs for common terms, it increases query

response time readily. Hence, how to process the index effectively and the decision

of which data to keep in the index is a challenging problem in IR. An approach in

the literature to tackle this challenge is “pruning”. Pruning is a novel technique that

aims to reduce the number of documents processed, while preserving the quality of

retrieval performance (which means to keep the original top-k ranking as much as

possible).
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Pruning methods can be applied dynamically, i.e., during query processing, or stati-

cally. While processing a query, firstly, the postings list of each query term is retrieved

from the index. Then, a cumulative score is obtained by adding the similarity score of

each document in the postings lists, and documents contributing to reach the highest

cumulative score are returned as the search result list. Dynamic pruning determines

which documents (or postings) will be included in the accumulated score and when

ranking process ends [97]. The decline in the number of postings reduces query re-

sponse time by implying the shortened navigation over postings.

Static index pruning is performed in advance of query processing. It is independent

from queries. That means, it can be executed off-line [98]. Static index pruning

removes less important postings, which are decided according to a relevance criterion

(i.e. tf-idf or BM25), from the index. It not only reduces the query response time, but

also saves disk storage space. These two approaches (namely, static index pruning

and dynamic pruning) can be used separately or together. For instance, in addition

the use of the pruned index, retrieval performance would be speeded up by dynamic

pruning at the time of query processing.

In this study, we have two main contributions:

1. We analyze the impact of static index pruning on the result diversification mea-

sured by various diversity-aware metrics. While doing so, we employ several

well-known static index pruning techniques, namely, Popularity-based Pruning

(PP), Access-based Term-Centric Pruning (aTCP), Access-based Document-

Centric Pruning (aDCP) algorithms.

2. We propose two new diversity-aware static index pruning strategies to preserve

diversification effectiveness over pruned indexes.

4.2 Related Work

Static index pruning strategies vary depending on whether pruning goes over terms

or documents, and are categorized as term-centric and document-centric.

A pioneering study in static index pruning was represented by Carmel et al. [97]. In
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their first approach, called uniform, they proposed a fixed threshold to all terms in the

vocabulary. All entries in postings lists are sorted by SMART scoring function, those

below the threshold are thrown out of the index. Their next approach, which is more

successful, individually defines a threshold value for each term. The documents in

the postings list of a term are sorted in descending order, then the threshold value of

the term is computed as ε ∗ zt where zt is the kth highest score of term t and ε is a

parameter to control pruning level. The postings under the threshold are accepted as

less important documents and removed from the index. In this study, we refer to the

latter algorithm as term-centric pruning (TCP). The pseudocode of the TCP algorithm

is given in Algorithm 2 (based on the version in [99]).

Algorithm 2: Term-Centric Pruning (TCP)
Input : I : inverted index

k : indicates which the highest score to be chosen

ε : pruning level

Output: Ip : pruned index

1 for each term t in I do

2 get the postings list Pt from I

3 if |Pt| > k then

4 for each document d in Pt do

5 calculate a document score, s(t, d)

6 end

7 sort Pt in descending order w.r.t. s

8 zt← kth highest score

9 τt ← ε× zt
10 for each document d in Pt do

11 if s(t, d) <= τt then

12 remove document d from Pt

13 end

14 end

15 end

16 set (t, Pt) in Ip

17 end
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Chen and Lee [100] adapted pruning as a convex integer program providing a theoret-

ical foundation. They re-studied uniform pruning with KL divergence, and obtained

impressive mean average precision (MAP) results, but some technical issues were

left unsettled. Their follow-up study [101] explores different divergence measures to

overcome these issues.

Moura et al. [102] introduced a new pruning method that takes into account the po-

sitional index in addition to the typical (frequency) index to handle conjunctive and

phrase queries. In [103], they improved their method that enables the pruning process

to be performed simultaneously with index construction or updating.

Blanco [104] proposed to eliminate stop words with their postings lists from the index

to reduce the index size. They employed three techniques to identify stopwords:

inverse document frequency (IDF), residual inverse document frequency (RIDF) and

term discrimination model. Their next study [98] introduced a novel pruning strategy

based on probability ranking principle (PRP) [105, 106] which is widely used for

document retrieval in IR. They considered every term in the dictionary as a single-

term query and decided whether the document would remain in the index depending

on three distinct probabilities (i.e., document prior, query likelihood, probability of a

term being non-relevant).

In contrast to term-centric strategies that discard some postings of terms, Büttcher

and Clarke [107] introduced document-centric pruning (DCP) strategy that removes

some terms from documents to reduce the size of documents as it would also reduce

the size of the index. Inspired by [108], they assessed each term’s contribution to

the document’s content using Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD), and then stored

top-scoring terms in the document and dispose of others. They presented two instan-

tiations of the method: (1) they stored top-k (fixed k) terms of each document at the

index; (2) the number of terms to be pruned in a document are decided according to

the count of distinct terms in the document. The intuition behind this approach is that

larger documents are likely to have a wide variety of topics implying more possible

query terms. The latter yields better performance. In [99], they applied DCP to all

terms in the index instead of only the 106 most frequent terms as in [107], and counted

all terms rather than unique terms while computing document size. The steps of this
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Algorithm 3: Document-Centric Pruning (DCP)
Input : D : document set in the collection

ε : pruning level

Output: Ip : pruned index

1 for each document d in D do

2 for each term t in d do

3 calculate s(d, t) with KLD

4 end

5 sort scores in descending order

6 remove the last |d| × ε terms from d

7 set d in Ip

8 end

algorithm are shown in Algorithm 3 (based on the version in [99]).

Zheng and Cox [109] represented another document-centric pruning strategy that de-

termines documents to be pruned by assessing the entropy of terms in the document.

They argued that as the number of distinctive terms (i.e., scores with low entropy) in

a document increases, this document could be considered as more important than the

others in the collection. They entirely removed all postings regarding the documents

which are less important. But, due to the improvement in performance over different

collections is not stable, they suggested a hybrid approach which 10% of the index

is pruned by entropy-based method and the rest of amount by Carmel’s method [97].

Vishwakarma et al. [110] also performed a pruning in which, similar to [109], all post-

ings of the document are removed from the index, using a different scoring function

based on tf-idf.

Nguyen [111] discussed pruning in terms of postings by combining term- and document-

centric approach. Each posting re-defined as <term, document, term frequency>

passes through a ranking function that considers both informativeness of the term

and importance of document among the collection, and some of them are eliminated

from the index according to their scores until desired pruning level is reached.
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Algorithm 4: Access-based Term-Centric Pruning (aTCP)
Input : I : inverted index

ACD: a list indicating an access count value for each document in D

ε : pruning level

Output: Ip : pruned index

1 for each term t in I do

2 get the postings list Pt from I

3 sort documents in Pt w.r.t. access counts, ACD, in descending order

4 remove the last ε× |Pt| from Pt

5 set (t, Pt) in Ip

6 end

The experiments demonstrated that posting-based approach is better at low pruning

levels, but at higher levels does not outperform the performance of DCP.

Garcia [112] attempted to employ a query log of a search engine for static index

pruning. Instead of using the relevance score of a document as the scoring function,

he utilized the access count of the document, which is defined as the number of times

the document occurs in the top-k search results of any query. k can be 10, 100, and

1000. This work achieves 75% improvement in query response time, yet damages

accuracy up to %22 in MAP since for each term a constant number of postings with

the top access counts are kept.

Altingovde et al. [99] enhanced this approach, named access-based term centric prun-

ing (aTCP), by keeping a fraction (ε) of postings for every term in dictionary. ε

represents the pruning level. This algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4. In [99], a

novel strategy called access-based document-centric pruning (aDCP) is proposed, as

well. Access count information is employed from document-centric pruning perspec-

tive in contrast to term-centric where postings from each term list are pruned. They

discarded documents with the lowest access count values from the index until a con-

dition bounded to collection length is reached. The collection length, |C|, is obtained

by adding the number of distinct terms in every document of the collection. A sketch

of this algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5: Access-based Document-Centric Pruning (aDCP)
Input : I : inverted index

|C| : collection length

ACD: a list indicating an access count value for each document in D

ε : pruning level

1 sort ACD w.r.t. access counts in descending order

2 totalPrunedPostings← 0

3 while totalPrunedPostings < ε× |C| do

4 remove the document d with the lowest access count in ACD

5 totalPrunedPostings← totalPrunedPostings+ |d|

6 end

The usage of popularity of terms for pruning and caching [99, 113, 114, 115] is a

straightforward but powerful method. In this pruning method, so-called Popularity-

based Pruning (PP), pruning is performed based on a score assigned for each term

in a query log. This score is computed by dividing term frequency to document fre-

quency. Term frequency is the number of queries containing the term in the query log,

in other words, it expresses the popularity of the term. Document frequency repre-

sents the number of documents the term appears in the collection. They are inversely

proportional since the terms with high document frequency have long postings lists

that means they physically occupy considerable space in the disk. Terms are sorted

according to their scores, and the lowest ones, i.e. the most unpopular terms, are

pruned from the index. The pseudocode of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6

(based on the version in [99]).

Altingovde et al. [99] introduced the concept of query view for the static index prun-

ing, and incorporated it into the five different methods mentioned above. Query view

of a document is the re-expression of the document with all the words contained in

the queries which document appears in the top-k search results. They achieved sig-

nificant improvement at preserving the top-ranked results intact in comparison to the

pure pruning methods.

• Term-Centric Pruning with Query Views (TCP-QV): In TCP, a posting in the
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Algorithm 6: Popularity-based Pruning (PP)
Input : I : inverted index

Pop : a list indicating popularity of each term in I

ε : pruning level

Output: Ip : pruned index

1 for each term t in I do

2 get the postings list Pt from I

3 calculate s(t)← Pop[t]/|Pt|
4 isNotPrunedt ← 0

5 end

6 sort terms w.r.t. scores s(t) in descending order

7 totalRemainedPostings← 0

8 while totalRemainedPostings < ε× |I| do

9 fetch the term t with the highest score s(t)

10 isNotPrunedt ← 1

11 totalRemainedPostings← totalRemainedPostings+ |Pt|

12 end

13 for each term t in I do

14 if isNotPrunedt then

15 set (t, Pt) in Ip

16 end

17 end

list of term t is discarded from the index if its score is under the threshold, τt.

As for TCP-QV, before discarding the posting, it’s checked whether the term

is part of the query view of the document referring to the posting. If not, it’s

pruned, otherwise stored in the index.

• Document-Centric Pruning with Query Views (DCP-QV): Query views are at-

tached to the DCP algorithm as another key to be used in sorting. All terms in a

document are sorted first by whether the term is in query view of the document,

QVd, and then by their scores. Next, the last ε× Pt terms are omitted.

• Access-based Term-Centric Pruning with Query Views (aTCP-QV): In aTCP-
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QV, while sorting postings, we have two keys to find the postings to be pruned.

The primary sort key is whether or not the term is part of the query view of the

document indicating the posting. The secondary key is the access count of the

document. While pruning, the last ε× Pt postings are removed.

• Access-based Document-Centric Pruning (aDCP) with Query Views (aDCP-

QV): aDCP algorithm eliminates documents starting from with the lowest ac-

cess counts until the pruning level is reached. But this time, instead of eliminat-

ing the document directly, all terms in the document are examined according to

their appearance in the query view, QVd. If a term is not the member of QVd,

the term is discarded from the document, otherwise preserved.

• Popularity-based Pruning (PP) strategy with Query Views (PP-QV): This pro-

cedure works as follows: if the size of the pruned index is not sufficient to

include all query views, the index is pruned according to the highness of the

popularity score. If there is still some space available after insertion of the

query views of all terms, the query view of the term is substituted with the cor-

responding complete postings list starting from the highest value in terms of

popularity.

To the best of our knowledge, pruning from the diversification perspective has not yet

been addressed enough. The only work that performs pruning based on diversifica-

tion is Pehlivan et al. [116]. While pruning, they considered to preserve both retrieval

performance and diversity. To this end, the next posting to be kept is selected in a

greedy manner to optimize an evaluation metric, i.e., DCG. They used two tempo-

ral collections in which documents and queries are correlated with temporal aspects.

The diversification on their work is time-aware, in other words, they diversify doc-

uments based on their time interval. Conversely, we focus on topical diversification

rather than temporal. We identify documents over their topical content, and provide

diversity among them in terms of topical variety while pruning documents, and eval-

uate the ranking by diversity-aware metrics such as α-NDCG [20], Precision-IA [4]

unlike [116] that used relevance metrics (i.e., NDCG and MAP) for evaluation.
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4.3 Diversity-Aware Static Index Pruning Approaches

Pruning strategies are mainly based on relevance scores (i.e. BM25, tf-idf) to identify

documents to be pruned. We envision that if topically diverse documents are elimi-

nated from the index, then pruning may lead to the disappearance or favoring of an

aspect of a topic, which implies a drop in diversification effectiveness and inducing

accessibility bias [117, 118]. Furthermore, pruning diverse documents affects the

performance of subsequent diversification step. For instance, “java” is an ambiguous

query. There might be documents in the collection related to an island in Indonesia, a

type of coffee, or a computer programming language. By the way, these aspects of the

query “java” is still not precisely specified to understand the user information need.

The “computer programming language” aspect has different sub-aspects such as how

to build java, ides to develop java codes, how to learn java coding. If any pruning

algorithm removes all the documents related to an aspect from the index, say, island

which appears in fewer documents compared to other aspects, the existence of this

aspect in the collection would end and cause a negative effect for further tasks. To

remedy this problem, we propose two new pruning approaches that recognize topical

variety of documents while pruning.

Note that we have no queries and/or information about the relationships of the query

aspects and documents to be exploited during pruning unlike the diversification pro-

cess in the previous chapters since static index pruning is performed prior to query

execution.

4.3.1 Access-based Term-Centric Diversity-Aware Pruning (aTCP-Div)

As our first approach towards developing diversity-aware pruning strategies, we adapt

the aTCP strategy that pays attention to topics of documents over the postings lists of

terms for the purpose of diversification.

Clustering is one of the widely used unsupervised learning techniques for the discov-

ery of topics from documents. It aims to generate clusters in a way that documents in

the same cluster are similar to each other according to documents in other clusters and

each cluster refers to a different topic [119]. Therefore, we utilize clustering to detect
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Algorithm 7: Access-based Term-Centric Clustering-Based Diversity-

Aware Pruning (aTCP-Div-Clust)
Input : I : inverted index

ACD: a list indicating an access count value for each document in D

ε : pruning level

map : the document-cluster mapping

1 for each term t in I do

2 get the postings list Pt from I

3 sort documents in Pt w.r.t. access counts, ACD, in descending order

4 create buckets based on map

5 for each bucket b do

6 NumPrunedPostings← 0

7 while NumPrunedPostings < ε× |b| do

8 remove the document d with the lowest access count

9 NumPrunedPostings← NumPrunedPostings+ 1

10 end

11 end

12 end

the topical diversity of documents as we have only vocabulary terms and document

content for accomplishing the diversification task.

We employ clustering over the entire collection and obtain a general document-cluster

mapping. We use this clustering structure to capture the semantics of documents

on the term’s postings list. We compose a bucket for each cluster observed in the

term’s postings list and sort postings in each bucket individually in decreasing order

according to their access count. Then, we prune each bucket proportional to the

pruning level. Algorithm 7 shows this strategy.

Query expansion is a well-known technique to improve retrieval effectiveness of a

search system by minimizing vocabulary mismatch problem that occurs when in-

dex terms and query terms are not based on the same set of words (e.g. “buy” and

“purchase”) [120]. It expands the original query by finding out semantically simi-
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lar terms. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the terms in an inverted index consist of one

word and it’s too short to capture accurately term-document relations. To this end,

we utilize a query expansion technique by enriching terms in the vocabulary of the

index to identify the topical diversity of documents. Finding documents more rele-

vant to the expanded terms that consist of semantically similar words would reveal

semantically coherent documents. Similarly, the diverse expanded terms help to find

topically diverse documents.

Bouchoucha et al. [121] proposed MMRE method to diversify query expansion terms

as a pre-step for diversification of search results. MMRE is the adaption of MMR

which is a pioneer implicit diversification method that considers the document rele-

vance to the query and dissimilarity of the documents already selected. As in MMR,

MMRE iteratively selects expansion terms with having the highest scores based on

the following formula:

scoreMMRE(ti) = λPr(ti|q)− (1− λ) max
w′∈S

Pr(t′|q) (4.1)

where ti is the candidate term, Pr(ti|q) is the relevance of ti to query q, and S is the

set of expanded terms already selected.

In [122], a query expansion technique using word embeddings is applied to gener-

ate diverse and similar query sets to be used in a broker node for distributed search

architecture. We adopt this approach to find similar and diverse words of the terms

in the vocabulary using an adaptive version instead of a fixed number for each word.

We select terms whose cosine similarity scores are above a threshold as similar terms.

The diverse terms are selected depending on whether or not the score of MMRE [121]

is higher than the threshold, which is set to 0.5.

While scoring postings of a term, similar or diverse terms of the corresponding term

are considered with the term itself. We compute a total score of a posting in the related

term by adding up relevance scores of similar or diverse terms. Since access count is

a strong driver to identify documents to be pruned, it is also taken into account for the

final score of the posting. The score of each posting in the postings list of term t is

computed as follows:
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Algorithm 8: Access-based Term-Centric Diversity-Based-Word Embed-

dings Pruning (aTCP-Div-WE)
Input : I : inverted index

ACD: a list indicating an access count values for each document in

D

ε : pruning level

exW: a list representing expanded (diverse or similar) words of the

terms

1 for each term t in I do

2 get the postings list Pt from I

3 get the expanded words of t from exW , et

4 for each document d in Pt do

5 s(t, d)← 0

6 for each word w in et do

7 compute a document score, s(w, d)

8 s(t, d)← s(t, d) + s(w, d)

9 end

10 end

11 sort documents in Pt in descending order w.r.t. s(t, d)

12 remove the last ε× |Pt| from Pt

13 end

Score(p,t) = log(AC[d]) ·
[
s(t, d) +

∑
w∈exW

s(w, d)
]

(4.2)

where AC[d] represents the access count value of the posting corresponding docu-

ment d. s(t, d) and s(w, d) are the relevance scores of the document d (i.e., BM25)

with respect to term t and word w, respectively. exW is the set of expanded terms that

are similar or diverse words of term t. Once the scoring of documents in the post-

ings list is completed, they are sorted in descending order and pruned starting from

the lowest score until the desired pruning level is reached. Algorithm 8 displays this

pruning strategy, which we call aTCP-Div-WE.
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Algorithm 9: Access-based Document-Centric Diversity-Aware Pruning

(aDCP-Div)
Input : I : inverted index

ACD: a list indicating an access count value for each document in D

ε : pruning level

map : a document-cluster mapping

1 create buckets based on map

2 for each bucket b do

3 sort documents in b w.r.t. access counts in descending order using ACD

4 NumPrunedPostings← 0

5 while NumPrunedPostings < ε× |b| do

6 remove the document d with the lowest access count from bucket b

7 NumPrunedPostings← NumPrunedPostings+ 1

8 end

9 end

4.3.2 Access-based Document-Centric Diversity-Aware Pruning (aDCP-Div)

Here, we tailor the aDCP approach, which runs over documents, in the manner of

taking into account diversification. We again benefit from clustering for our task of

finding diverse documents, i.e., to identify the topical variety of documents. Using

a document-cluster mapping, we place each document in the collection to the corre-

sponding cluster-bucket and then sort them in descending order of their access counts.

We prune the documents in each bucket entirely from the collection, in the ratio of

the pruning level, starting from the document with the lowest access count. Conse-

quently, we keep documents with high access counts and topically diverse. To break

the ties among documents with the same access counts, we use document IDs as an

intermediate key for sorting. Algorithm 9 shows our pruning strategy, which we call

aDCP-Div.

URL is a quite informative and useful source for getting semantic information about

the document and employed in different contexts, such as topic classification [123,

124], document annotation [125] as it gives accurate estimates. Hence, we benefit
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from URLs of documents to detect topical representation of documents as an alter-

native clustering instead of that of using document content. We use the second-level

domain attribute of URL as the representative for a document, and cluster all docu-

ments in the collection based on their URLs (more details are provided in the next

section). In a nutshell, we propose two variants of aDCP-Div with employing differ-

ent document-cluster mappings and refer to them as aDCP-Div-Clust and aDCP-Div-

URL hereafter, respectively.

4.4 Experimental Setup

In this study, we used the Category B subset of ClueWeb09 collection. This subset

contains 50 million English pages that are crawled from the web in 2009. The dataset

is indexed by the Zettair IR system1. In the course of indexing, stop-words and num-

bers are involved, and there is no stemming. The index yields a dictionary containing

about 160 million terms and occupies 136 GB of disk storage space (uncompressed).

Our experiments to evaluate the performance of proposed pruning strategies are con-

ducted on this index. We pruned the index at various pruning levels by adjusting the

parameter ε which ranges from 60% to 90%. We have not experimented with lower

pruning levels since, as stated in [99], the effectiveness of pruning algorithms be-

comes prominent at the high pruning levels where the relevance effectiveness of the

pruned index is comparatively lower compared to the unpruned index. We employ

query (topic) sets that have been developed for the Diversity Task of the TREC Web

Track between 2009 and 2012. Each set includes 50 queries (except for 2010, which

has 48) and relevance judgments. The queries are executed in the disjunctive mode

on the pruned index and top-1000 results per query are retrieved by using our own

retrieval system implementing the traditional BM25 model. We opt for BM25 be-

cause it is still the most widely used IR model in practical settings, (e.g., as a ranking

feature in Yahoo [91]), and it does not require additional features. Furthermore, we

employ BM25 in our proposed aTCP algorithm while computing scores of documents

since BM25 is a strong candidate as the scoring function [126]. The parameters of

BM25, namely k1 and b, are set experimentally to 1.2 and 0.5, respectively. We also

1 www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
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follow the practice in [127] where terms that have document frequency, df , greater

than N
2

are discarded from the index as they generate negative scores in the BM25’s

idf formula, log(N−df+0.5
df+0.5

), where N is the total number of documents in the collec-

tion. As shown in the studies conducted on ClueWeb09 collection, spam filtering

substantially improves the initial retrieval performance. Thus, we use the spam filter-

ing method in [91] where a spam score for each document in ClueWeb09 collection is

computed. Based on the score values identified in the Waterloo Spam Ranking2, we

consider documents with a spam score of 60 or less as containing spam and remove

these documents during ranking.

Note that while computing the access count of documents, we go through the top-

1000 search results of queries, and there might be a lot of documents with the same

access counts. To break ties, following the [99], we sort URLs of documents in

lexicographical order.

Clustering. We use the document-cluster mapping provided by QKLD-QInit that is

the best-performing method in [128] for entire documents in the ClueWeb09 Category

B dataset. Dai et al. partitioned the document collection depending on a cluster-based

approach for selective search purposes [128]. They employed k-means clustering with

the query-driven seeds which are extracted from a query log to be semantically close

topics and used a similarity metric based on KLD. It contains 123 clusters.

In URL-based clustering in which we use second-level domain attribute of a URL

as a key for the document’s topic, we obtain nearly 3 million clusters, from which it

is hard to extract meaningful and comprehensible information to be used in pruning.

Therefore, we sort the clusters in the order of their sizes and get the largest 999

clusters and merge the rest as a big cluster named “Others”. This procedure yielded

us 1000 clusters.

Baselines. As a baseline, we essentially use the performance of the unpruned index

and interpret our results in a way that how we are close to these results. We also

employ aTCP and aDCP algorithms to show improvements of our proposed pruning

strategies over them.

2 plg.uwaterloo.ca/ gvcormac/clueweb09spam/
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Evaluation. We report results in terms of the widely used diversification metrics,

namely, ERR-IA [19], α-nDCG [20], Precision-IA [4] and ST-recall [36], at the cut-

off value of 20. The ndeval software3 is used to compute the diversification metrics.

We use the Student’s two-tailed paired t-test (at 95% confidence level) for analyzing

statistical significance.

4.5 Experimental Results

Our experiments in this section seek answer to the following research questions:

• RQ1: How do the static index pruning techniques, namely, PP, aTCP, aDCP

algorithms, affect diversification effectiveness?

• RQ2: How can a method be aware of the diverse postings and preserve them

while pruning to alleviate significant drop of diversification performance?

Since most of the studies related to static index pruning are focus on only the rele-

vance of results, as the answer of the first question, we first provide the diversification

performance of PP, aTCP, and aDCP algorithms by measuring with diversity-aware

metrics.

Note that, we solely rank documents in descending order employing an effective doc-

ument ranking approach, i.e. BM25, we do not involve any diversification step such

as employing xQuAD, PM2, etc.

Table 4.1 represents the diversification effectiveness of the PP algorithm at different

pruning levels. The “Org” tag in the table denotes the diversification performance

when there is no pruning over the index. As expected, when the pruning level in-

creases, the gap between the results of Org and PP widens due to an increase in

the number of pruned documents. It can be seen that when using 40% of the original

index, the results are substantially lower reaching up to 16% drop in the ERR-IA met-

ric. For instance, at 90% pruning, PP yields 0.1278, 0.1814, 0.0783, 0.3112 whereas

scores of Org are 0.2629, 0.3568, 0.1558, 0.5705, suggesting a relative decline of
3 http://trec.nist.gov/data/web10.html
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Table 4.1: Diversification performance of the PP algorithm (over TREC 2009-2012

topic sets) at different pruning levels. The superscripts with (∗) denote a statistically

significant difference from Org at 0.05 level. In parentheses, we report the percentage

change w.r.t. Org.

Pruning Level ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20

Org 0.2629 0.3568 0.1558 0.5705

90% 0.1278∗(-51.4%) 0.1814∗(-49.2%) 0.0783∗(-49.7%) 0.3112∗(-45.5%)

80% 0.2023∗(-23.1%) 0.2807∗(-21.3%) 0.1241∗(-20.3%) 0.4557∗(-20.1%)

70% 0.2162∗(-17.8%) 0.3020∗(-15.4%) 0.1358∗(-12.8%) 0.4941∗(-13.4%)

60% 0.2201∗(-16.3%) 0.3086∗(-13.5%) 0.1353∗(-13.2%) 0.5126∗(-10.1%)

51.4%, 49.2%, 49.7%, 45.5% for ERR-IA, α-nDCG, P-IA, ST-Recall, respectively.

Notice that, the aforementioned performance drops in terms of various diversification

metrics are all statistically significant, justifying our motivation to develop diversity-

aware pruning methods in this work. We observed that there is a case where the

score of the P-IA metric diminishes while the pruning level decreases, i.e. differ-

ence between 60% and 70% in the P-IA metric. This might be due to the fact that

PP overlooks the documents covering more aspects of the query while favoring the

documents attached to terms with high popularity.

Table 4.2 displays the diversification performance of aTCP algorithm with differ-

ent pruning levels. The trends are similar to those in Table 4.1, as the loss in the

diversification performance increases in parallel to the pruning level. Our findings

show that aTCP outperforms PP for all pruning levels and metrics except P-IA. aTCP

yields scores of 0.2116, 0.2946, 0.3228, 0.3348, while PP can only achieve 0.1814,

0.2807, 0.3020, 0.3086 for α-nDCG. When compared to Org (i.e., the unpruned in-

dex), the relative decline is 6.3%, 6.2%, 10.6%, 4.8% at the 60% pruning for ERR-IA,

α-nDCG, P-IA, ST-Recall, respectively.

Table 4.3 shows the performance of aDCP pruning algorithm from the point of diver-

sification. We again see that scores of diversification metrics rise when the pruning

level declines. We also observe that aDCP achieves the best results overall for all
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Table 4.2: Diversification performance of the aTCP algorithm (over TREC 2009-2012

topic sets) at different pruning levels. The superscripts with (∗) denote a statistically

significant difference from Org at 0.05 level. In parentheses, we report the percentage

change w.r.t. Org.

Pruning Level ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20

Org 0.2629 0.3568 0.1558 0.5705

90% 0.1612∗(-38.7%) 0.2116∗(-40.7%) 0.0781∗(-49.9%) 0.3492∗(-38.8%)

80% 0.2212∗(-15.9%) 0.2946∗(-17.4%) 0.1152∗(-26.1%) 0.4774∗(-16.3%)

70% 0.2393∗(-9.0%) 0.3228∗(-9.5%) 0.1308∗(-16.0%) 0.5184∗(-9.1%)

60% 0.2464∗(-6.3%) 0.3348∗(-6.2%) 0.1393∗(-10.6%) 0.5432(-4.8%)

Table 4.3: Diversification performance of the aDCP algorithm (over TREC 2009-

2012 topic sets) at different pruning levels. The superscripts with (∗) denote a sta-

tistically significant difference from Org at 0.05 level. In parentheses, we report the

percentage change w.r.t. Org.

Pruning Level ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20

Org 0.2629 0.3568 0.1558 0.5705

90% 0.2165∗(-17.6%) 0.2899∗(-18.8%) 0.1140∗(-26.8%) 0.4619∗(-19.0%)

80% 0.2405∗(-8.5%) 0.3260∗(-8.6%) 0.1360∗(-12.7%) 0.5270∗(-7.6%)

70% 0.2545(-3.2%) 0.3429∗(-3.9%) 0.1439∗(-7.6%) 0.5516∗(-3.3%)

60% 0.2586(-1.6%) 0.3509(-1.7%) 0.1488∗(-4.5%) 0.5651(-0.9%)

metrics, that is to say, closing the gap with Org. While aTCP yields 38.7%, 40.7%,

49.9%, 38.8% drop at the 90% pruning, aDCP yields 17.6%, 18.8%, 26.8%, 19.0%

drop in ERR-IA, α-nDCG, P-IA, ST-Recall metrics, respectively.

To answer our second question, Table 4.4 compares the diversification effectiveness of

three cases: i) when there is no pruning, ii) pruning based on aTCP, and iii) pruning

based on our proposed diversity-aware aTCP algorithms. For aTCP-Div-Clust, we

also employ the mapping generated by URL-based clustering for document-cluster
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Table 4.4: Diversification performance of the diversity-aware aTCP algorithm (over

TREC 2009-2012 topic sets) at different pruning levels. The superscript with (†)

denotes a statistically significant difference from aTCP at 0.05 level. In parentheses,

we report the percentage change w.r.t. aTCP method.

Pruning

Level
Method ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20

Org - 0.2629 0.3568 0.1558 0.5705

aTCP 0.1612 0.2116 0.0781 0.3492

aTCP-Div-Clust 0.1823†(13.1%) 0.2373†(12.1%) 0.0886(13.4%) 0.3919†(12.2%)90%

aTCP-Div-WE 0.2078†(29.0%) 0.2721†(28.6%) 0.1149†(47.0%) 0.4362†(24.9%)

aTCP 0.2212 0.2946 0.1152 0.4774

aTCP-Div-Clust 0.2254(1.9%) 0.2961(0.5%) 0.1147(-0.4%) 0.4784(0.2%)80%

aTCP-Div-WE 0.2331(5.4%) 0.3100(5.2%) 0.1286(11.7%) 0.5044(5.7%)

aTCP 0.2393 0.3228 0.1308 0.5184

aTCP-Div-Clust 0.2355(-1.6%) 0.3187(-1.3%) 0.1315(0.5%) 0.5176(-0.2%)70%

aTCP-Div-WE 0.2539(6.1%) 0.3375(4.5%) 0.1358(3.8%) 0.5411(4.4%)

aTCP 0.2464 0.3348 0.1393 0.5432

aTCP-Div-Clust 0.2519(2.2%) 0.3386(1.1%) 0.1423(2.1%) 0.5390(-0.8%)60%

aTCP-Div-WE 0.2640†(7.2%) 0.3519†(5.1%) 0.1455(4.4%) 0.5492(1.1%)

mapping in Algorithm 7 instead of QKLD-QInit, but we report the results of the latter

one as yielding better results. For our second pruning term-centric strategy, namely

aTCP-Div-WE, we give the results that employ diverse terms as yielding better per-

formance than similar ones. The proposed diversity-aware aTCP algorithms pro-

vide a notable improvement over aTCP for all metrics yielding relative improvements

reaching up 47.0% (0.0781 → 0.1149), 11.7% (0.1152 → 0.1286), 6.1% (0.2393

→ 0.2539), 7.2% (0.2464 → 0.2640) at the 90%, 80%, 70%, 60% pruning, respec-

tively. For instance, at the 90% pruning, aTCP-Div-WE yields relative improvements

of 29.0% (0.1612→ 0.2078), 28.6% (0.2116→ 0.2721), 47.0% (0.0781→ 0.1149),

24.9% (0.3492 → 0.4362). We compare the diversification performance of aTCP-

Div-WE, when more than half of the index (i.e., 60%) is pruned, to the index with

no pruning, the relative decline becomes 1.4% (0.3568 vs. 0.3519), 6.6% (0.1558 vs.
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Table 4.5: Diversification performance of the diversity-aware aDCP algorithm (over

TREC 2009-2012 topic sets) at different pruning levels. The superscript with (†)

denotes a statistically significant difference from aDCP at 0.05 level. In parentheses,

we report the percentage change w.r.t. aDCP method.

Pruning

Level
Method ERR-IA@20 α-nDCG@20 P-IA@20 ST-Recall@20

Org - 0.2629 0.3568 0.1558 0.5705

aDCP 0.2165 0.2899 0.1140 0.4619

aDCP-Div-Clust 0.2172(0.3%) 0.2909(0.4%) 0.1170†(2.6%) 0.4659(0.9%) )90%

aDCP-Div-URL 0.2207(1.9%) 0.2957(2.0%) 0.1163†(2.0%) 0.4735†(2.5%)

aDCP 0.2405 0.3260 0.1360 0.5270

aDCP-Div-Clust 0.2377(-1.2%) 0.3230(-0.9%) 0.1347(-1.0%) 0.5279(0.2%)80%

aDCP-Div-URL 0.2412(0.3%) 0.3263(0.1%) 0.1367(0.5%) 0.5254(-0.3%)

aDCP 0.2545 0.3429 0.1439 0.5516

aDCP-Div-Clust 0.2516(-1.1%) 0.3404(-0.7%) 0.1436(-0.2%) 0.5499(-0.3%)70%

aDCP-Div-URL 0.2540(-0.2%) 0.3428(0.0%) 0.1443(0.2%) 0.5508(-0.1%)

aDCP 0.2586 0.3509 0.1488 0.5651

aDCP-Div-Clust 0.2589(0.1%) 0.3515(0.2%) 0.1500(0.8%) 0.5669(0.3%)60%

aDCP-Div-URL 0.2574(-0.5%) 0.3505(-0.1%) 0.1491(0.2%) 0.5685(0.6%)

0.1455), 3.7% (0.5705 vs. 0.5492), while it is 6.3%, 6.2%, 10.6%, 4.8% for aTCP, for

α-nDCG, P-IA, ST-Recall, respectively. Lastly, aTCP-Div-WE outperforms aTCP-

Div-Clust for most of the metrics.

Table 4.5 shows the diversification performance of our diversity-aware aDCP pruning

strategies versus aDCP. For most of the cases, the proposed aDCP strategies, namely

aDCP-Div-Clust and aDCP-Div-URL, outperforms aDCP yielding relative improve-

ments up to 1.9%, 2.0%, 2.6%, 2.5% for ERR-IA, α-nDCG, P-IA, ST-Recall, respec-

tively. The improvements are moderate compared to aTCP-Div since aDCP is the

best performing method with respect to Tables 4.1- 4.3 and a strong baseline to beat.

When we prune 60% of the index with aDCP-Div-URL, the relative decline in per-

formance versus the total index becomes 2.1% (0.2629 vs. 0.2574), 1.8% (0.3568 vs.

0.3505), 4.3% (0.1558 vs. 0.1491), 0.4% (0.5705 vs. 0.5685) for ERR-IA, α-nDCG,

P-IA, ST-Recall, respectively.
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Overall, our experiments confirm a positive answer to our second research, diversity-

aware pruning strategies are superior to the original pruning approaches, i.e., PP,

aTCP and aDCP.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we analyze the impact of the state-of-the-art pruning strategies from

the diversification point of view and reveal how much the pruning strategies dam-

age the diversification performance measured by diversity-aware metrics. We pro-

pose simple yet effective term-centric and document-centric pruning strategies that

take into account topically diverse documents with the help of clustering and word

embeddings. Our experiments show that the proposed methods yield substantial im-

provements over existing approaches in terms of diversity-aware metrics.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Search result diversification approaches aim to satisfy more users by promoting docu-

ments with diverse content to the top-ranked positions. In this thesis, we propose ad-

vanced strategies to improve the diversification effectiveness of search results. More

specifically, first, we define a new search result diversification problem that is differ-

ent from the flat (topical) and hierarchical diversification to fulfill the typical require-

ments of a search engine in the education domain. To this end, we propose a new

framework for diversification, which extends the state-of-the-art diversification algo-

rithms so as to handle multiple dimensions, and evaluate its performance on a realistic

experimental set-up. Our experiments reveal that diversification across multiple di-

mensions is useful, as shown by improvements in terms of various diversification

metrics.

In the second part of the thesis, we exploit supervised learning methods to improve the

effectiveness of explicit search result diversification, and introduce three frameworks

with different features and goals.

• LTRDiv: We formulate the diversification problem as that of learning a ranking

model, which is based on the aggregated relevance of each document to all as-

pects of a given query, and employ two representative LTR algorithms, namely,

SVMRank and Random Forests.

• AspectRanker: We address a critical sub-task for result diversification and train

models (using various query performance predictors as features) to predict the

importance of each query aspect. Then, these predicted values are exploited by

a traditional (unsupervised) explicit diversification method.
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• LmDiv: We adapt the LambdaMerge [1] approach for the supervised merging

of rankings per query aspect.

We show that our frameworks perform well, and provided impressive improvements

over the baselines.

Finally, we address static index pruning from the diversification perspective on the

topical context for the first time in the literature. We execute TREC topics over

the pruned versus unpruned indexes, and evaluate the retrieved results per query by

diversity-aware metrics to expose the effects of pruning. We also propose two novel

static index pruning strategies to improve diversification performance by taking into

account the topical diversity of documents.

There are several possible future work directions to follow for this thesis. First of

all, the multi-dimensional diversification framework can be enhanced by combin-

ing diversification and personalization. For instance, given a personalized reading

level for a user, it may be still possible to diversify the results in other dimensions

(such as document topics and types). We envision that our approach incorporating

multiple-dimensions for diversification may also allow such hybrid solutions, where

personalization is applied for some dimensions and diversification is applied for the

others.

Our supervised learning frameworks can be adapted for different scenarios such as

recommender systems. We also plan to investigate the ways of employing alternative

diversification metrics as the objective function in the LmDiv framework.

As stated in [99], using query views during static index pruning significantly improves

the retrieval effectiveness, hence we can also utilize them in our diversity-aware prun-

ing algorithms. We also plan to apply traditional diversification algorithms (such as

xQuAD) to the results obtained over an index pruned with our diversity-aware strate-

gies. Finally, we will explore ways of adopting our diversity-aware methods for the

query processing approaches with dynamic pruning.
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